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Abstract
A generalised second-quantised notation is used to re- 
derive Clement’s single-particle sum rules, including centre- 
of-mass corrections. The effect of the repulsive core of 
the N-N potential on the sum rules is investigated. The 
corrections produced by the potential core are found to 
remove ~5% of the sum rule strength to unobservable high- 
energy states.
- The second-quantised notation is then used to derive sum 
rules for two-particle spectroscopic amplitudes. These 
generalise the result of Bayman and Clement to cover stripping 
and pickup or nuclei of any spin. Sum rules are derived 
which relate sums of spectroscopic amplitudes to two-nucleon 
multipole moments. Predictions are made about these sum 
rules for transfer of the even type of nucleon in an odd- 
mass nucleus.
The assumptions which have to be made if sum rules are to 
be applied to two-nucleon transfer data are discussed. Two 
of these assumptions are unlikely to be valid: the absence 
of configuration mixing outside a single major shell and the 
neglect of sequential transfer. However, it is shown that 
it should still be possible to apply the sum rules without 
these two assumptions.
An exact finit.e-range DWBA analysis of two-nucleon 
transfer, with a realistic triton wavefunction, is used in 
the sum rule analysis of two-neutron transfer on even 
zirconium isotopes. The fit to the sum rules is not very
good and possible reasons for this are discussed. The 
multipole-moment sum rules are applied to data on various 
odd-mass nuclei. The results are in good agreement with 
predictions.
The implications for future applications of sum rules 
to two-nucleon transfer are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
"Mollycules is a very intricate theorem and 
can be worked out with algebra but you would 
want to take it by degrees with rulers and 
cosines and familiar other instruments and 
then at the wind up not believe what you had 
proved at all."
Flann O'Brien: The Dalkey Archive
1.1 Overlap functions and sum rules
In much nuclear structure physics, a model many-body wave 
function is constructed and then used to calculate physically 
observable quantities. The results of these calculations are 
then compared with experiments.
The main alternative to this is to look at the nucleus in
terms of properties involving increasing numbers of particles.
This has long been used in the study of infinite systems of
fermion matter and is the basic idea behind Brueckner-Gold- 
(3i 42^
stone theoryV 9 J , In this approach one-body motion is 
used as a starting point and two-body correlations, three- 
body correlations, etc. are then included.. The observable 
properties are calculated as a series of one-hody terms etc.
This second approach also lies behind the work of French 
, Berggren^^ and Clement^^ 30)^ These authors relate 
the one-body and two-body properties of nuclei to one-body 
and two-body overlap functions respectively. These functions 
are obtained.by projecting wavefunctions for different numbers 
of nucleons onto each other (in the language of second 
quantisation they are matrix elements of destruction operators).
also the same functions which appear in theories of 
reactions.
The important realisation was that the n-body overlap 
functions of a nuclear state in principle determine all the 
n-body properties of that state. These functions, if they 
can be determined, provide a means of calculating nuclear 
properties without recourse to a model wavefunction.
In particular, the one-nucleon overlap functions are 
believed to approximate to a simple form: single-particle 
shell-model functions multiplied by normalisation constants. 
These normalisation constants are known as "spectroscopic 
amplitudes" and their squares are the spectroscopic factors 
found from one-nucleon transfer reactions. This makes it 
possible to use transfer reaction data to obtain values for 
one-body properties (e.g. density distributions, EM moments 
and transition amps.) of nuclei which can be compared with
( 2 21those obtained from experiment or shell-model calculations^ .
The overlap functions also satisfy completeness relations. 
These lead to sum rules relating sums of spectroscopic 
factors for one-nucleon stripping and pickup^^. From the
n 91
sum rules Clementv J has derived a theorem which states 
that if spectroscopic factors are less than unity, the over­
lap functions are not linearly independent. Therefore the 
overlap functions can be expressed as a linear combination 
of a smaller number of single-particle wavefunction. These 
functions can be identified, approximately, with shell-model 
wavefunctions.
They are 
transfer
The overlap functions satisfy equations of motion similar 
to the Hartree-Fock equations . These can be used to
produce sum rules for energy-weighted sums of spectroscopic
factors .
Much of the early work on single-particle sum rules was 
done by French et al. , using a se.cond quantised method 
which was tied to a shell model basis. The sum rules ob­
tained were approximate and corrections to them could not 
easily be calculated.
(21)Clement^ / took a different approach, working with over­
lap functions defined in a coordinate representation and 
using explicit antisymmetrisation. In this approach the 
earlier results can be seen to be the lowest order approx­
imation; contributions from continuum states can be included 
and corrections for centre-of-mass motion can be calculated. 
The approach to be described in Chapter 2 combines these 
two, using a generalised second-quantised notation.
Much work on application of the single-particle sum rules 
has been done by Clement and Perez (.24-30) . They used the 
sum rules to look for missing states, check spin assignmentsv _
and determine absolute reaction normalisations. They found, 
in general, good fits to the sum rules and were able to set 
limits to the errors on the absolute normalisations of about 
10%. The relative errors on the spectroscopic factors were 
found to be smaller: ~5%. Moalem and Vardi^^ have used 
normalisations obtained from sum rules to calculate r*m.s. 
radii of f 7/z orbits.
The energy-weighted sum rules have also been applied by 
(27)Clement and Perez^ . These were used to find interaction 
matrix elements in f 7A shell from transfer data. The matrix 
elements they obtained were found to be as good as those from 
other methods.
The properties of the two-particle overlap functions are 
in many ways similar to those of the one-particle functions. 
However, little work has been done on them up to now. This 
is partly due to the greater complexity of formulae involving 
two-nucleon overlaps but more to the lack of suitable exper­
imental data to which to apply them to. There are no two- 
body operators which correspond to simply observable quanti­
ties. This leaves only two-nucleon transfer data to provide 
information about the overlaps.
The only result in this field, prior to the present work, 
is the sum rule derived by Bayman and Clement^. Lanford^^ 
applied their sum rule to two-neutron pickup and stripping 
data on lead isotopes. This application was quite success­
ful.
In addition to the lack of suitable data, there are also 
serious difficulties in interpreting the data. The theory 
of two-nucleon transfer reactions is much more complicated 
than that of one-nucleon transfer and a number of problems 
are still unresolved.
There is a continuing debate about the importance of 
multi-step processes in two-nucleon t r a n s f e r # if it
turns out that such processes make a significant contribution 
to all two-nucleon transfer reactions, then it may not be 
possible to fit any data to the sum rules.
Unlike the single-particle case, two-particle overlaps 
can contain a number of configurations with the two-nucleons 
coupled to the same total spin. These configurations con- 
tribute coherently to the transfer cross-sections, making it 
impossible to extract simple spectroscopic factors as can be 
done for one-nucleon transfer. However, DWBA cross-sections 
calculated using configurations from one major shell of the
shell model give good fits to the angular shape of experimental
$
cross-sections, although they give incorrect absolute magni­
fy')tudesv J . If this is due to a number of small, coherent 
contributions from other configurations then there is some 
hope that a renormalisation of the cross-sections can take 
account of them^^ .
Although sum rules for two-nucleon transfer cannot pro­
vide the same detailed nuclear structure information that 
their one-nucleon counterparts do, they can provide important 
information on two-particle properties of nuclei. In parti­
cular, they can tell us about quadrupole correlations in 
nuclear ground states. These provide tests of nuclear models 
such as the pairing-vibration m o d e l o r  independent boson 
models .
1.2 DWBA and spectroscopic factors
The application of spectroscopic sum rules requires the
use of the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) to 
describe transfer reactions This section summarises
the relation between DWBA cross-sections for one- and two- 
nucleon transfer and overlap functions.
Following the notation of refs. [5,82] the transition 
matrix element for a general transfer reaction, A(a,b) B, 
without spin-orbit effects, can be written
(1.2.1)
x<8/fcjVxh lA ,a>  X ?  , rj ,
where a = b + x, B = A + x, the various coordinates are
indicated in Fig. 1.1, is the Jacobian of the transfor-
., ^ . .*2mation to r , r, and the combinatorial factor —a7 —D
arises from antisymmetrisation of the wavefunctions. (Fig.11) 
In full the potential matrix element is
= f a v i , i f ( c A , r , A x W U w
(1.2.2)
* Kk(h, ) ,
where &  A ,  5fx are the internal coordinates of the clusters 
and the integrations include summations over spin and isospin 
indices. is the potential between the clusters b and x.
By considering the integrals over the internal coordinates 
of the cores %a , h  first the integral can be written
Fig. 1.1 Coordinates used in the description of transfer 
reactions
K  l> I A  « >  = J j L $ AB (rx A ,!x)Dia(rx k , ^ ) ,  (1.2.3)
where
(1.2.4)A.r.A. W
and
I>fca f e k/ y  * (z f f e t f ( y i ) \ i x ( i > .  r ^ x )
The function <^B (ZXA’ x^  t i^e overlap * function 
between states A,B.
5)
*8 *
Writing the angular momentum quantum numbers explicitly,
we define the formfactors G
k LSJM,
by
(1.2.6)
f l£)(*)l<r*Me^ *klvxh [rA nA ,X Mo>
= X  ( - M 7 k ' H i  < r A » A T M r l T g  H e y
1ST 
MtM,M r
* < X ^ T h -M b [S'Mj'X LMu Srtyl THr> 6-tsyfU> (V**, r*0
We can expand the overlap function (1.2.4) in terms of 
angular momentum eigenfunctions to give
( f  ) 7 ^  ( X  r*A , ? J (1.2.7)
=Z < X ^ A r t ^ ri *»> &ab(rxAX ; ? « t).
7Hy
The functions (j)^ g(J) will, in general, not be normalised.
In a similar way we can make the expansion
t m 5
Inserting (1.2.7) and (1.2.8) into (1.2.6) gives the 
formfactor in the form
(4? (r„i( t; t m t)
The expression for the differential cross-section is 
dor __ 2TW+1
d a  ~ ( 2 - k W  K  (t7A*.tX2T«+l) (1 . 2. 10)
x 2T j A s ? n L ( K , t e + ) l  9
LS^ Mj.
where y , y, are the reduced masses in the in- and outgoing a d
channels. The reduced amplitudes are defined by
i (2 L + l )7/3LsyML(k l>/ka')
■ (1.2.11)
^ r j c ,  9
where we have used the fact that —xb can exPresse<^
as linear combinations of r , r, .— a 7 —  b
The overlap functions can be further expanded in terms of 
normalised wavefunctions
0 A B (rx A ,ix ; T M r ) =  y  Bfle( « - r ) 0 A B (rx A X ; « ) > 0 . 2 . 1 2 )
where a denotes' the other quantum numbers required to specify
the normalised functions uniquely. The normalisation constants 
Bab are the spectroscopic amplitudes referred to previously.
For one-nucleon overlaps, parity conservation means that , 
a single orbital angular momentum contributes for each J in
(1.2.12). The sum over a then runs over principal quantum 
numbers only. However, for any particular transition, we can 
choose the basis used for the expansion (1.2.12) such that 
only one p.q.n. contributes for each J. In this case the 
sum over a is redundant and the cross-section can be written 
in the form
. (1.2.13)
The sum over single-particle configurations is incoherent and 
so it is not hard to extract values for the spectroscopic 
factors, ^ ^rom ®xPe**imental results.
However, in the two-nucleon transfer the nucleon-nucleon 
interaction produces correlations between the two transferred 
nucleons. If the expansion (1.2.12) is made over pairs of 
shell-model single-particle functions, coupled to spin J, 
then a number of configurations will contribute. The cross- 
section has the form
2
~  o< 12; ^ *e(o/^')/^LSTMLC^b/fea)| y  (1.2.14)
d f l  LfTML <* .
where the 3^lsJM are calculated using a normalised wave-
L
function for aJ. The sum over the configurations, a, is now 
a coherent sum, making it impossible to extract the Ba b C0^ )*
In DWBA analyses of two-nucleon t r a n s f e r ^ t h e  usual 
procedure is to use a model wavefunction to calculate the
spectroscopic amplitudes, Bab (aJ) . The cross-section then 
simply compared with experiment. However, to apply the sum 
rules, some way of obtaining a model-independent cross-section 
must be found. This is discussed in Chapter 4.
1.3 Notation and definitions
The notation used in this work follows that of Clement (21)
for one-nucleon transfer and that of Bayman and C l e m e n t f o r  
two-nucleon transfer.
Eigenfunctions of (A-l)-, A- and (A+l)- particle Hamilton­
ians are denoted by
X r (i...A ; x rt-T-tr)
% ( i . , . A * i ; X K X - r jK) f
respectively. The single particle overlap functions between 
these states [cf. (1.2.4)] are defined by
A * / ^ ,  ifPC O — A-l } j *  M o f % r 0 » ‘ • A/ (1.3.1)
-I <X )«ITr Mr><TKT3, ii3IVT1ry ^ rOLi3)& r(rA-RA_t; j l^ ) ,
y l m t j
(A+l)faA X*(l...A; Tr Mr Tr T?r ) f n (l. ../A+l; «  T?n)
jL m ' t j
The functions '<f>  ^and are normalised functions of the form ar rn
(1.3.3)
The phases of the states can be chosen so that the spectros-
copic amplitudes, e and 0 . are real.r r  7 ar rn
factors are then
The spectroscopic
(1.3.4)
For convenience, it is usual to include the isospin Clebsch- 
Gordon coefficients in the spectroscopic amplitudes:
quoted by experimentalists. In fact,, this notation is more 
general than that in (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) because.it does not 
rely on nuclear states having good isospin.
For two-particle overlaps we denote A-particle.eigenstates 
as above and (A-2)-, (A+2)- particle eigenstates by
where the isospin quantum'numbers have been suppressed.
The overlap functions are expanded in terms of anti- 
symmetrised, coupled pairs of single-particle functions:
C  W  = < r » r 3 ^ l  t T 3r>  e ^ C j U , )  , 
K J i  V ®  < rr7?r >  0r<l ( j i t , ) . ,
?
These spectroscopic factors correspond to the factors, C S,
T M
(1.3.6)
and similarly for the overlap between .'‘x and ¥n
Early work on overlaps was done using second-quantised 
creation and destruction operators . The operators at and
a^ create and destroy, respectively, a particle in the shell- 
model state labelled by i. As nucleons are fermions these 
operators obey the anticommutation relations.
In this notation spectroscopic amplitudes can be defined
Because the destruction operators are labelled with a 
principal quantum number, in addition to those for angular 
momentum, this notation is restricted to a shell-model basis. 
This makes it difficult to include centre-of-mass motion and 
correlations, as can be done using Clement's method. However, 
they do avoid unwieldly manipulations of many-body wave- 
functions.
The advantages of both formalism^by generalising the 
second-quantised operators to field operators . These non- 
relativistic field operators are related to creation and
+ ' [at / a kJ+ = -0 y
$ i k  •
Cl.3.7)
by W
< 7r Mr j.nt I r n Mny  0'rn ( j i i j )  -  "\%r, Mr I a ( j  Mny  . (1 • 3.8)
are obtained
destruction operators b y ^ ^
(1.3.9)
I
t
where at [a^] creates [destroys] a particle with normalised
wavefunction■ <J>^ (x) . The coordinates x include spin and 
isospin coordinates as well as position. From (1.3.7) and
(1.3.9) the field operators satisfy anticommutation relations,
- L i * & h  ~ 0  >
(1.3.10)
When we calculate centre-of-mass effects, it is more 
convenient to work in momentum space. In this representation 
the field operators are
y » ( 2 i r ) ~ k f e * e  >
?-f, - i k . x  ,, , (1.3.11)
< f ( k )  -  ( 2 7c y i f j x e L " ' i ' ( z )
where spin and isospin coordinates have not been written 
explicitly. These operators satisfy anticommutation relations 
analogous to (1.3.9).
In this notation, the state |x-r> corresponding to the 
A-particle wavefunction xr(Xi> •••> is
I X r > = j A ; f J Z r -  J Z A % r ( ? i r  - , Z / l ) i % > - - . i ' t x * ) J d > .  , (1.3.12)
where |0> is the vacuum state. Conversely, the wavefunction
corresponding to the state |x-r> is
(1.3.13)
An overlap function defined by
0 r » ( 2 ) ,(1-3.14)
can be written, using (1.3.9) and (1.3.12) as
(1.3.15).
Similarly, two-particle overlap functions can be written 
in the form
(1.3.16)
2. ONE-NUCLEON TRANSFER
2.1 Single-particle sum rules
In this chapter I want to look at the sum rules of
(21)Clementv J and show how they can be derived in a second- 
quantised formalism.
Clement started by constructing an (A+l)-particle state $r 
from an A-particle eigenstate xr and an arbitrary single- 
particle function •
$ r ( l . . .A + i ;? M )=(| - £Pl M ) [ X r ( l . . .A ;  Tr ) 0 ( A * l ; j l t i ) ] *  , (2.i .d
where is a permutation operator, exchanging the coordinates
of particles i and j.
He then considered the overlap of this onto another A-
particle state xs
M  fa' r h  f a n - B a I )  = [ % f (l • • ‘ A ; % )  0( Q m
where
0(&AH>j'iy * 0 = fYt' (rAH-BA) ( r MI) . ( 2 . 1 . 3)
The basic technique was then to evaluate this overlap in 
two different ways. The first way is to insert the unit 
operator in the (A+l)-particle space, given by
Ia+1 = 5" W )  ^ 1-**1: W I • C2-1^
n
Here the continuum is assumed to be discretised so that the 
index n can run over continuum states.
JL U
T*
Using the expression (1.3.2) for the overlap functions gives
> rj > l ^ +,-Rj) = X  (j'ttl) &rn. 0  Uj) (2 x 5)
where denotes the radial overlap of. ■<l,-rn-> <J>•
The second way is to evaluate M directly using (2.1.1).
This gives
MOi'.rj;lri ,r sj)=
where the exchange term is
A - - A f a  JQ M [x t (i...A; t , )0( q m ; j'l'f)';]'
Defining the two variables
I = Ia +1 “ *A> * = —A - £a -i ( 2 a *8)
and keeping only the zeroth order term in 1/A we have
(2.1.9)
This can be evaluated by inserting a coupled unit operator 
in the (A-l) -particle space _  y
Recoupling the right-hand matrix element and using (1.3.2) 
gives
a (<y. n-, i r / j = i
* 0j,6W.)CO'l'<>') m * , »  & J r ;  y i % ) .  (2.1.11)
Combining (2.1.5) , (2.1.6) and (2.1.11) we obtain
(2.1.12)
where the sum over n has been restricted to bound states
and the continuum contribution is denoted by Mc* This is 
the basic equation from which the sum rules are obtained.
An alternative derivation starts from the anticommutator
The matrix element of this between A-particle states :xs and
We can insert complete sets of (A+l)- and (A-l)-particle 
states into the two terms on the l.h.s. and use the expression
(1.3.15) for overlap functions to obtain
In the diagonal case, r = s, this is a completeness relation 
while the off-diagonal equations are orthogonality conditions.
Normally the complete sets of states used are the sets of 
eigenstates of the' (A+l)- and (A-l)-particle Hamiltonians. 
However, there are problems if the nucleon-nucleon potential 
has an infinite hard core. This will be discussed in section
(2.1.13)
%r i  . (2.1.14)
2.4.
Taking the matrix element of (2.1.15)* between arbitrary 
single-particle states <{> j and <J>2 we obtain the sum rule
£  < 0, I & H >  0 r J  0z >  + Z < 0, l & r X & s l & >  ( 2 - U U > )
a <*
= s „ < s * M > . '
The overlap functions can be expanded in terms of angular 
momentum eigenstates:
<f> ( X )  = £  M r  jm|  ^  M n>  # A(r ; jlmt,) , (2.1.17)
and similarly for 4>ar« Using this and choosing <f> i (r; j ’ 1 !m ’t^) 
and (J)2 (r; j lmta) to be functions of def inite angular momentum, 
we can write (2.1.16) as
n M h
+ j"> I %  M , >  <:£ M ,  j  W I X  M r >  (2-1.18)
*6>jr G'i'f,') ^  ( j l U K t i  , & r ( j ' l % ) >  < 0 « S  ( W ,  A >
-  S rs  ^ MrMy ^ jj' $ l l '  ’  0 1 ^  •
where < , > denotes a radial overlap.
Because angular momentum is a good quantum number the 
presence of magnetic quantum numbers in (2.1.18) leads to 
an unnecessary duplication of sum rules. To remove this 
we operate on (2‘.1.18) with -
X  < ^ M s j V | T M > < T r M rj m | T M >  . 
mm'
This gives (after some recoupling^^)
(2.1.19)
X Sr* eu (yt%) C  ok,) <t,, 0„> <*„, &>
' j'|]
*CO'tm'sG!t,)<(*,, (UXA,. «(>
=  Srs Sjj/ S U ' S f ^ '  <$5,, .
This result is equivalent to (2.1.12) from which it can be 
obtained by radial overlap with 4 i (r; j 111t^ ) .
An alternative, form, with the roles of stripping and pick­
up exchanged, can be obtained by operation on (2.1.18) with
Mr Ms ’
nvmf
giving ■ ■
c , r , ,s  r * < 4 , A >  '2 1 -2°)
These equations can be interpreted in terms of the non-
independence of the overlap functions <f>ar> ^xn* The theorem'
no')
proved by Clement'' J showed that, neglecting the continuum 
contribution, and are not linearly independent and 
can be expressed in terms of a set of underlying single­
particle states, x^• The overlaps with continuum states mix 
in continuum components (states of higher principal quantum 
number in the: shell model). These'x * can be identified with
* A
shell-model single-particle wavefunctions and assigned 
principal quantum numbers.
What this means*is that, for final states a, n in a given 
energy range, the overlaps <J,ar(jlt ), <J>rn(jlt ) are all 
dominated by a single function, x (jIt ), of definite p.q.n.• A
For these final states
(2.1.21a)
The main effect .of the small admixtures of functions with 
other p.q.n.'s is to increase the magnitude of the overlaps 
in the nuclear surface (see section 4.3). For final states 
.outside the energy range the overlaps satisfy
Although the contributions from these states to the sum 
rules (2.1.19) are individually very small, a large number 
of such states exist, particularly in the high energy 
continuum. They can thus contribute significantly to the
where the continuum contribution has been neglected.
The signs of the spectroscopic amplitudes are not 
observable and so the off- diagonal equations cannot be applied 
to experiment. However, they provide important orthogonality 
relations which the amplitudes must satisfy. In particular, 
we consider the case when a shell is entirely open or closed.
In this context, a completely open shell in the state r is 
one represented .by a wavefunction x-, such thatA
(2.1.21b)
(21)sum rules: this is the "continuum contribution" of Clementv J
An estimate of its size is made in section 2.4
In this case (2.1.19) becomes
1  e U n ' W L w , ) .
4 [ ( 2 J ^ + I ) ( Z T S H
^ Z r s S j y h i ' h ^  ,
~  0  ,  (2.1.23)
for all a.. Similarly, a closed shell has
< * A  , J^rn> ^  0  , (2.1.24)
for all n.
If the (jit ) shell is completely open in state s, we 
find that (2.1.19) reduces to
l s T T eLortOCOHj) « o . (2.1.25)
A n
If the (jit ) shell is closed in state r, then (1.1.20) re­
duces to
^  S TTtK d d r O ' t ' t y  Q j c f C j l t l )  &  0  . (2.1.26)
<x
The only restriction on the shell (j’l’tj) in these equations 
is that it is not the same as (jlt3) when r = s.
The diagonal equations are the sum rules giving the distri­
bution of any normalised function <f>(r;j lt^) over the overlap 
functions. The diagonal case of (2.1.19) is
X  S T T j t n ( W \ < t r n , t > ?  (2-K27)
+ (- 01Tr+1 (2^.+ 1) E { J  j J } C 0 t t ) K ^ r, ^ > r
+ Src( j l t3,T ) = I.
where the continuum contribution has been written as S^(jlt^,J) 
If we define partial sums for stripping an.d pickup by
' £  -  H £ j  1 S r r „ ,
then we can write (2.1.27) as
S ** (2 T H ) ( - , fT’-H £ f r  J Tr ) S~ + s  7 ^ 2 I ± L .
7  T ' \ r  )  T r j  X  C T 23^+1 (2.1.29)
The total sum rule can be obtained by summing (2.1.29) 
over J: _■
X  ( $ y  + S y  + ^c t )  -  2 j  +  l • (2.1.30)
For transfer on Jr = 0 nuclei, this is the only sum rule.
( 25 26 281These sum rules were applied by Clement and Perez1 ’ 9 .
to one-nucleon transfer data on a number of nuclei. To allow 
for possible errors in the absolute normalisation of DWBA 
calculations, they multiplied the experimental spectroscopic 
factors for stripping and pickup by renormalisation constants
■f mm
n and n respectively. The total sum rule (2.1.30) then 
takes the form
■ H ( n +S Z * f T S r ) ; 9 2j+l .(2.1,31)
T
where Sj> Sj are given by (2.1.28) in terms of experimental
spectroscopic factors and (2.1.21) is used to set the radial
overlaps equal to unity. The continuum contribution has been
neglected, but they were able to use the fits to the sum rules
r 2 5 T
to test for its presence^- ' . The total sum rule was used as 
a condition to leave only one independent renormalisation 
constant, chosen to be n".  ^ •
Clement and Perez then considered the quantities
QT ' r i > s ; + n - ( 2 T * 0 ( . . ? * " Z ; { r j i ■
If the partial sum rules (2.1.29) are exactly satisfied, then 
the Qj should all vanish for some value of n~. In practice, 
the Qj do not vanish, and so Clement and Perez used them to 
calculate a proportional error, a, in the relative spectros­
copic factors .
From experimental data on transfer of f7£ nucleons, they 
found that the relative error, a. could be as small as 5%.
By examining the dependence of o on the absolute normalisations, 
they were able to set limits on the latter. These gave errors 
of about 10!.^®,
They were able to use these fits to the partial sum rules
f 25 2 81to check spin assignments and look for missing strength^ 9 }
and determine absolute normalisations for reactions .
In deriving these sum rules, two important effects have been 
neglected: centre-of-mass motion and correlations which remove 
single-particle strength to continuum states. The corrections 
resulting from these effects are discussed in sections 2.3 and 2. 
They are, in fact, small and basically spin-independent.
Hence they do not significantly affect the results of Clement 
and Perez. *
2.2 Multipole moments
Clement and P e r e z h a v e  also derived alternative forms
for the sum rules. These relate sums of spectroscopic factors
to matrix elements of the spherical multiple moment operators
1411introduced by Frenchv
The multiple moment operators are best defined in terms
of the set of underlying single-particle states, satisfying
(2.1.21). General single-particle operators can be constructed
from these operators by summing over the radial wavefunctions . 
(22,30)
In terms of second quantised operation, the multiple moment 
operators are defined by^*^
l/jl/'Vtj) = , (2.2.1,
where the hole-creation operators are defined by
. (2.2.2)
f4i')
These are similar to the operators of Frenchv , except that 
isospin coupling is not included.
The reduced matrix elements of these operators can be 
expressed in terms of pickup spectroscopic amplitudes, using
(1.3.8):
< % M , ‘ \k > I  ? } < & )
r (2.2.3)
By anticommuting the particle and hole creation operators 
we obtain (2.2.1) in the form
U j y M * ~ ^  [ M | ■
(2.2.4)
The reduced matrix element of this can be expressed in terms 
of stripping spectroscopic factors
f a i r *  (2.2.5)
- 1  c- ' / V T r f j  e ' j i )  u ) e U ) % ) .
The sum rules of section 2.1 can be regained by eliminating 
the < T C r M . l t X r >  from (2.2.3) and (2.2.5).
Clement and P e r e z r e a r r a n g e d  these equations to obtain 
sum rules relating sums of spectroscopic factors for stripping 
and pickup to fin'al states of spin J. By using the ortho-
gonality of the 6-J symbols they expressed sums of spectros­
copic factors in terms of the multipole moments. In particular, 
they found
- 2 X  ( i T ' + O C - O ’  r  ( J r  ^  ( X r l l U j j  I I X r> l  , (2.2.6)
and r ' o M  V  T ' r J
s+-s"=
*  7  T T r Z i l
- 2 X ( 2 T ,+ l ) ( - 0
yWoi
where the Sj are defined by (2.1.2 8).
If the contribution of the nucleons in the shell (jt3) to
(2 9 ")the odd multiple moments is small, Clement and Perez ; 
made the prediction that
When they examined data on transfer of the even type of 
nucleon on odd-mass nuclei, they found that this (2J+l)-sum 
rule worked very well^^.
They went on to calculate the multipole moments (2.2.3) 
from spectroscopic data. For transfers of the even type 
(e.g. f7/2 neutrons on .I+5Sc and f7/-? protons on 49Ti' they 
found that not only were the odd moments small but so were 
the even ones for J > 4.
They were able to explain this by considering the 
expansion of the ground state wavefunction of an odd-mass 
nucleus in terms of products of wavefunctions for the two 
types of nucleons:
l^rV- ^  \ ? e * e  , (2.2.9)
r
}*T r + T f T r j  T
\  ) Tr T ' J < % , (2.2.7)
where the subscripts e and o refer to even and odd nucleons 
respectively.
In general the largest amplitude in this expansion has 
Je =0, JQ = Jr» Because of the dominance of pairing and 
quadrupole-qudrupole effective forces the next largest 
amplitudes have J Q =2. These may be substantial but usually 
we will have
A2 (J„ = 2) << A2(J =0). (2.2.10)
Amplitudes with J- =4,6.-. . will appear with decreasing size 
but any odd J' amplitudes should be very small.
For such a wavefunction .the odd multipole moments will 
come from squared amplitudes with  ^0. Hence they should 
be small. The quadrupole matrix element, J = 2, will have a 
large contribution from interference between the J0 = 0 and 
Jg =2 amplitudes. It is thus likely to be the largest J / 0 
moment. The J =4 moment could also have a significant inter­
ference contribution but all J >4 moments are likely to be 
very small.
In addition to the experimental support for these con­
clusions theoretical wavefunctions , calculated in the 
empirical (1 f model, display these properties .
2.3 Centre-of-mass motion
In the above derivation*of the sum rules, the centre-of- 
mass motion of the nucleus has been ignored. In following 
Clement’s derivation of the sum rules this was the result 
of keeping only the zeroth order term in the Taylor ex-
(211pansion of (2.1.7). Clement v used the Taylor expansion
to calculate the correction of order 1/A. For heavier nuclei: 
(A > 30) these are likely to be small but for lighter nuclei 
they will be significant. Indeed, for very light nuclei 
1/A2 corrections will be important.
In a second-quantised notation, the easiest way to see
how these corrections arise is to work in a momentum space
representation. The nuclear Hamiltonian is translationally
invariant and so its eigenstates can be labelled with a
total momentum. If we take the overlap, defined by (1.3.15),
between such states, the result is a single particle momentum
i k xfunction of the form e — . By working in momentum space we 
can split the overlap into centre-of-mass motion and relative 
motion parts.
We can define A- and (A+l)-particle wavefunctions of 
definite total momentum bv
where the  ^are the relative and 5^ ’—A+l the centre-of-mass 
coordinates. The coordinates for the (A+l)-particle system
In momentum space, the Fourier transforms of (2.3.1) have 
the form
(2.3.1)
are. the same as those for the A-particle, apart from 5 a +1 an(^  
which are given by
(2.3.2)
(2.3.3)
where the are the relative momenta and K^, £a+1
total momenta. The momenta ^  , —A+l Gan be f°und using the
transposed inverse of (2.3.2):
L H ^ r x y -
The overlap between x and T is, using (2.3.3) and
(2.3.4) ,
CA+0^ fe t. - - J ffe. - .fe/i; ; ^ 9
^ ( A * o H ( k A . C2.3.5)
This can be written as
6)* S ( * A t l 4 » < - ! < ' ) # r „ ( A ^ d i )  , (2.3.
where f can be shown to be just the Fourier transform 
of the overlap between the relative motion-parts ■ of . X ,' 
in (2.3.1).
Introducing second-quantised notation we can combine
(2.3.5) and (2.3.6) in the form used by Liu and Shakin^"^
< * 0 K i W i ) l f „ , r > - ^ ( ! . * s - r ; ? „ ( 4 | f ^ ) . (2.3.7)
Another useful form is
s)hfc.S'> = SfS-Sl&O.). (2.3.8)
The configuration space representation of the overlap can 
be found using the inverse Fourier transform
(2.3.9)
To derive the sum rules we start with the anticommutator 
matrix element *
k 'I £j]+ * >
s  £r s  i ( * - £ ' )  S ( k ~ b ' )  . (2.3.10)
We can insert' a complete set of (A+l)-particle states 
into the first term.of the anticommutator and use (2.3.8) 
to obtain
(2.3.11)
In the same way we can insert a complete set of (A-l)- 
particle states into the second term and use (2.3.7) to give
(2-3 -12)oc
Combining (2.3.10), (2.3.11) and (2.3.12) we obtain the 
completeness relation
x  W >  & )  ft i k  it’) = i „  s a - n .
"  (2.3.13)
By using the inverse Fourier transform (2.3.9) we can 
return to configuration space
-Sr{ . (2.3.14)
These results are exact for a translationnally invariant 
system.
Expanding the second term of (2.3.14) in powers of 1/A and 
keeping only the terms up to first order we have
n, oc
= SrJ^ - ? ' ;  . (2.3.15)
By following the procedure which led from (2.1.15) to
(2.1.20) we obtain
(2.3.16)
+ ( - , f r  + rs * W '[ ( 2 T rH )(2 T sH ) ] * Z J^
■ ' X C 0 W O 0 U ) l t J < * , > & r > < < * « , & >
= i r s £ ) j ' S U '  { '  < # , , <4> -  -i-a, ;y i ' t j )  >
where the correction term is
^ 7 }  M f j ' m ' I T M ^  M r j m  j T M ^ >  (2.3.17)
M rM,
m  fti'
< T ,  M *  j, m, I 7r M r X X  h ^ l  W >  &Jr  ( t f M i ' r f M )
c* M*
7j4 %
x [<f j Tm'f/I V |f, w, j  J r f; i
Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the matrix elements 
of. r, _V and recoupling, we can write Aj as t .
A i ~ 2 T  (■~,y  * h  1 [ ( Z T r + f y f c T s + O f t j + l X i y + o f  - j t T  T f  ■ (2.3.18)
J M  li'Tr Tj
* Con'; fccMfcn'iMi j,
-<A%Mu *»*/> <h
This is the correction found by Clement(21). ^he occupied 
orbits involved, Lj and L2 > differ by one unit of orbital 
angular momentum from and I, respectively.
This correction is completely general but it contains 
spectroscopic amplitudes which could make its evaluation
difficult. However, in two cases, which cover most 
situations of physocal interest, it has a much simpler form.
The first case is when either (j 11113» •) or 
closed in the sense of (2.1.24). Then, from (2.1.20) we 
have
zl f y t r O M O  Q c t s C h t l t ? )  ~  2Tr+/ • (2.3.19)
This reduces the sum over a in (2.3.18) to
i } }  j
V ” (2.3.20)
The properties of the dipole matrix elements require that, 
in addition, I -  I’ .
Thus, we find that when all the allowed (jil'itj) or ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ ^ )  
are closed, there is no 1/A correction to the off-diagonal 
sum rules.
Using the anti-Hermitian property of V_, the diagonal 
correction can be written
A(jl*s)-= 2 r  ^ 7^ ' / / ;'H3>. (2. 3. 21)  
M i  2J + l
The correction to the total sum rule (2.1.30) can be found 
by operating on (2.3.20) with
‘ I 2 J + 1 .
J 2Jr + 1
The sum over J has a similar form to (2.3.20) and contains 
6j 1 /2• The dipole matrix elements now require l \  = I2
Hence we can write the exact 1/A correction to the total
sum rule in the'same form as (2.3.21):
(2ju)A (jit,)*iz (-o'*''*1!Z COM,)]
J,t , L «  2■),*■! J (2.3.22)
When (j1l.1t3) is closed this reduces to (2.3.21).
These corrections would be calculated numerically using
realistic shell-model functions. However, the corrections
(21')are small, Clement^ J estimated them using harmonic 
oscillator functions. He found that the corrections arising 
from occupied lower and higher major shells had opposite 
signs. The results of his calculations were
L i = - A + + A _  , (2 .3 .23)
where the correction from lower occupied shells is
nV  Z  S W ? ) ( 4  o |) [(2n+2l-hl)£l'l-l Snr 
I.Li
shells is
f"0,l,b)(4 i
+ (2n-»2)5, !
J tLt
and that from higher occupied 
(2.3.24)
(2.3.25)
The numbers n, nj denote the principal quantum numbers of 
the states (jl) and ■ fj 113.) respectively.
Table 2.1 gives the contributions to (2j+l) A + (jl) from 
individual closed shells (j111)• For a partly filled shell 
these must be multiplied by 5 (jj1)/(2jj +1). From the 
symmetry between -A + and A _  these are also the contributions 
to (2 j i+l) A + (j il 1) from closed shells (jl).
The corrected sum rules are
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Because the corrections are independent of J it is possible
*■ m
to replace the renormalisation constants, n and n , in
(2.1.31) by n+(l-Ai/A) and n^l-Ay/A) and so obtain the
corrected sum rules. Thus the fits to the partial sum rules
are unaffected by the 1/A corrections and so cannot be used
to test for them. In addition the change to the normalisations
(28')
is smaller than the errors Clement and Perez^ J found for 
the absolute normalisation of experimental factors.
As an example, consider the sum rules for 1 f %  transfer 
on 45Sc. From Table 2.1 the only contribution to the C.M. 
correction comes from the closed 1 d 5/? shell and is 8A+ = 24.
The correction in (2 . 3. 26 ,2.7) is thus
Ai = + JL
A 45
This less than 7% and Clement and Perez estimate the error
in the absolute normalisations to be ~109o.
2.4 Effects of the N-N potential core 
■('21) * 'Clement v J pointed out that some of the*sum-rule strength 
comes from high-energy continuum states reached by stripping. 
This strength cannot be observed but allowance must be made 
for it when the sum rules are applied.
The major cause of this strength is the repulsive core of
the nucleon-nucleon potential. It has been known for some time
(83,23) an infinite hard core causes the stripping term
of energy-weighted sum rules to diverge. In the case of 
non-energy-weighted sum rules, there is no divergence.
However, the stripping expansion is incorrect because an 
uncorrelated state cannot be expanded in terms of correlated 
states .
Consider the eigenfunctions of a Hamiltonian with a hard­
core potential: these are correlated, vanishing inside the 
hard core region. Hence they do not span the whole of the 
configuration space. The nucleon at x in ^+(x)|xr> is 
uncorrelated with the other A nucleons and so this state 
cannot be expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of a 
singular Hamiltonian only. The derivation of (2.1.16) is 
thus invalid since the complete set of (A+l)-particle states 
inserted into (2.1.14) must include unphysical uncorrelated 
states.
A similar effect occurs if the potential has a core which 
is not singular but is still strongly repulsive. In this 
case there is no excluded region and so the sum rules (2.1.19) 
are formally valid. However, the low-energy eigenfunctions 
decay rapidly as two nucleons approach within the potential 
core. The low-energy states are thus correlated with a 
region which is effectively excluded inside the core. The 
expansion of an uncorrelated state
l$> = (2.4.1)
in (A+l)-particle eigenstates must contain a significant
contribution from high-energy states.
By introducing a correlation operator we can derive a 
completeness relation, analogous to (2.1.15), but which 
is valid when the potential has a hard core. This can then 
be used to estimate corrections to the sum rules.
(43)
A hard-core potential (e.g. the Hamada-Johnstonv ')is
infinite for internucleon distances less than the hard-core
radius, a, so that the wavefunctions vanish in this region.
(54)These Jastrow-typev J correlations can be introduced by 
a projection operator of the form
By using the anticommutation relations (1.3.10) we can 
derive the results
is correlated and belongs to the space of (A+l)-nucleon
(2.4.5)
(2.4.6)
Using (2.4-.6) and (1.3.4) we find that
> (2.4.7)
and so the (A+l)-particle state
(2.4.8)
eigenstates.
Destruction of a particle from a correlated state does 
not affect the correlations between the remaining particles. 
Hence the expansion of <Kx) I Xr> in (A-l) -nucleon eigenstates 
presents no problem. Also, the correlations involving x 
are already present and so F(x) has no effect:
F(xH(x) \%r > = 4>(x) lxr > , (2.4.9)
< ^ r l F ( i ) - ^ ( i ) l % y  -  !'?„> = • (2.4.10)
We now evaluate the matrix element of the anticommutator
(2.1.13) between |xs> and F(x)|xr> and use (2.4.6). Then
(2.1.14) is replaced by
<*, W ( * ' )  f & l  x r > <- )  l^r>
-  < O C f \ F  . (2.4.11)
The r.h.s. of this relation is not diagonal in r and s. 
However, we are mainly interested in the case r=s. We can 
now introduce complete sets of (A+l)- and (A-l)-nucleon 
eigenstates into the l.h.s. of (2.4.11). Using (2.4.10), 
this results in the completeness relation
X 0 r n ( x ' ) 0 r * ( * )
tt o<
(2.4.12)
The expectation value of (2.4.12) for an*arbitrary one 
particle state <f> (x) is
1  \ < & J  </> > l z + Z f i *  * ' )  < £ * ( * ')  ( * ' ) & *  ( * ) 0 ( * )
“j V >i $ * ( % )  $ ( % )  • (2.4.13)
)
The successive terms in the expansion (2.4.2) correspond
to correlations of successfully higher order between x and
the nucleons in x • Because the hard-core volume is muchr
smaller than the average volume per nucleon, it is a good 
approximation to drop all but the first two terms, leaving
T I < t r J 0 > l 2  +  Z I < j „ r l t > l 2
- r p x  *') 0*(*') (i') (*) 4C*)
, (2.4.14)
where we have introduced the density operator
P ( * ) ~  • (2.4.15)
If the wavefunctions are assumed to be slowly varying, 
we can neglect their change over the hard core volume to 
lowest order in a. This is equivalent to putting
h ( x , x ' )  = ^ T T a  S ( r - r ' )  f (2.4.16)
so that (2.4.14) becomes *
Z/<^n!95>j N - r i « U < r f > ! 2
h ■ oi
* I - |rra? [fig j*Cs) <Xr[p(c)lX^> $(*)
-Zpc 21 .■ $*(?■ °-y)t&r(s:,<r'T') $*r (c,<rfT) r) ,
P< J <TTp  T
where p(r) is the total density (2.4.17)
P ( c )  ~ Z  p ( . r , < r  r )  . (2.4.18)
<rr '
First consider the case when <J> (x) is a function of definite 
spin and isospin projections:
f a ,  *5 , T,) = <fi(z) ^  Sr$ ^  . (2.4.19)
Then the second correlation term in (2.4.17) becomes
/ & r(r, ° F , , ' r 3l) l z l 0 ( r ) l 1 -  p r  <^C r \ p ( . v , a \ X /x i t ) l % ^ > \ ^ ( i : ) t  •
(2.4.20)
This cancels with the a* x part of p(r) in the first
31 31
correction term, leaving a correction proportional to the 
matrix element of the density of nucleons with o f  a
3 3 1
and /or t3 / t31. This result may be understood in terms 
of the Pauli exclusion principle which presents two nucleons 
with the same spin and isospin projections from occupying 
the same point. Hence, to lowest order a, no additional 
correlation arises from such pairs as a result of the hard 
core.
If we assume that the shell model holds to a first 
approximation, we can evaluate the correction terms for a 
spherical orbit <f>(r,jlmt3) by splitting them into contribu­
tions from closed and open shells. To simplify the calcu­
lation we assume that only the jlit* = - t3 shells are open.
By following the procedure leading to (2.1.19) we obtain 
after a lot of angular momentum recoupling (see Appendix A)
f  ir* Z » ( m  + j  ?;}
= I - fir«* JjrVr [k/Oc(r,tj) ±pc(rr t3)] \<t(r,)lt3)\Z
+ (ZTr + l) ( 2 j* t f ( 2 l+ l}  JT [ S y  + 2 Sso $ *  (2 S+>)(ZT, +/)
4-tT i \ L S 7 , r '  1 SJ
“ { P i -  p f  |  ; • <1010/L<S> s l 'Q l t j f a l M r j l t r f l t C r ,
(2.4.21)"
where p (r,t3)- is the density of nucleons with isospin 
projection t3 in closed shells and
(2.4.22)
The second correction term arises,from the open shells.
It reduces to the form of the closed shell term when the 
jltj shells are closed and
S r ' O 1^ )  = 1 ^ 7 7  -> (2.4.23)
f l c ( r > l ^ )  ~  ( 2J + 0  l & ( r '  J t f y l  . • (2.4.24)
Multiplying (2.4.21) by (2J+l)/(2Jr+1) and summing over 
J leads to the total sum rule
= (2/+l)[l -f*«*frl<ir[%p(r/t3)+p(r,-t3)]l0(rjlt',)l7 ,
(2.4.25)
where the /^(r, t'3T) are the total densities.
To estimate the size of the correction to the total sum
rule we assume that the densities are uniform over the range
of |f(r)|2 and equal to their mean value for equal numbers
of protons and neutrons:
£ / > ( o V V ( V * 0 » | [ ( f - r r r j ) ' 1 f (2.4.26)
where rQ gives the mean volume per nucleon. The correction 
is then
f ^ f r V r p p C r J ^ + z o f c - t y J l e f f r ) ! 2 &  |-(£LjV (2.4.27)
Taking a = 0.485 fm as for the Hamada-Johnston potential 
and rQ = 1.2 fm; this correction is of the order of 5%.
For valence orbits which extend outside the main density 
region, it will be somewhat less. The correction to the 
spin-dependent sum rules (2.4.21) from closed shells is 
similar.
The open-shell correction is of interest because it 
depends on the spin J. It could therefore show up in fits
to the partial sum rules. However, we expect it to be
very small because it depends on only the density of open- 
shell nucleons. The fractional change to the coefficient 
of S^r (jlt3) in (2.4.21) is
f T > * :Y ,M(2iHf(zL+l?2'Z(2L+0  
l-k v Tr )  3 ^  —  L.
C ^ * * 2-
*;// j L \  j ■ < LO> fr1Jr\<fi(r,)(+j)]tl'I Xt r Tr J [ l O L J
*  ( (  4  * . (2.4.28)
For the f%  shell the -J- = J = 0 correction is the largest:
& a * $ r i J . r l 0 ( r , j U J) l ‘h .
Using the lowest 1=3 harmonic oscillator function for 
4>(r,jlt3), the ^ correction is only 0 . 7 % . This is well below 
the uncertainties in the data which are ~5%.
Like the 1/A correction discussed in section 2 the closed- 
shell correction is spin independent and so does not affect 
the fits to the partial sum rules. Also, for valence orbits
it has the opposite sign to the 1/A correction so that we 
expect little change from the uncorrected sum rules (2.1.27).
For a potential with a strongly repulsive, but not 
infinite, core we can use a correlation operator similar 
to (2.4.2) to estimate the strength removed to high-energy 
states. The lowest-order corrections to the sum rules have 
the same form as (2.4.21).
In both cases, the corrections derived here, should be 
regarded as lower limits for the unobservable strength.
The longer-range, attractive part of the nucleon-nucleon 
potential also produces strong correlations. This may 
result in further single-particle strength going to continuum 
states. However, it is not obvious how to take account of 
such effects.
3. TWO-NUCLEON TRANSFER
3.1 Two-particle sum rules
In contrast with the large amount of work which has been
done on the derivation and application of single-particle
sum rules, very little work has been done on two-particle sum
1211
rules. By using a method similar to Clement’sv J for one- 
nucleon transfer, Bayman and C l e m e n t w e r e  able to derive 
a sum rule for two-particle spectroscopic amplitudes. How­
ever, this sum rule was restricted to the transfer of two 
identical nucleons on a spin-0 nucleus.
Here I shall use the second quantised method outlined 
above to derive general sum rules for two-particle spectros­
copic amplitudes. These will reduce to the Bayman-Clement 
sum rule for spin-0 nuclei.
The derivation of these sum rules follows a series of 
steps similar to that for single-particle sum rules. In 
this case the starting point is a commutator of two pairs 
of field operators,
Using the anticommutation relations (1.3.10) this can be 
evaluated to give
l i ' f y ) i ' ( x ' ) , y-feoyTy/} ■= £ ( * - * ' )  i ( y - y ' )  - ' ) £ ( $ - * ' )
+ S(*- f J i S t y f C z ' )  + i ( $ - * ' ) V ' +( ^ )  i ' ( ? )  • (3.1.1)
Note the appearance of single-particle terms on the r.h.s.: 
these mean that the sum rules will contain single-particle 
spectroscopic amplitudes in addition to two-particle am­
plitudes for stripping and pickup.
Analogously to. the procedure leading from (2.1.13) to
(2.1.15) we take matrix elements of (3.1.1) between A-particle 
states xs and xr* We can then insert complete sets of (A+2)- 
and (A-2)-particle states into the two.terms on the l.h.s.
and a complete set of (A-l)-particle states into the terms 
on the r.h.s. Then we use the overlap function definitions,
(1.3.15) and (L. 3.16) , to obtain a kind of completeness re-
/
lation,
Taking the matrix element of this relation between 
arbitrary antisymmetric two-particle states, <f> j and <f>2, gives 
the sum rules
,■ (3.1.3)
n ot
~  10z> - 2 |T p *  4 \ ( * '  ^<£,-00 ■
We now express the overlap functions, using a basis of 
antisymmetrical pairs of shell-model single-particle functions,
fa te , = M rrn(Tn Mrt> Brn ( j l j l ' ;  r )
( > n m )  x '  A [ 0 f e ; j l ) 0 ( ? ' ; j ' i ' ) ] "  ,  (3.1.4)
and similarly for <l>ar* In this expansion a sum over principal 
quantum numbers is to be understood. Here the two trans­
ferred nucleons are assumed to be of the same type. The sum 
rules for transfer of one proton and one neutron are derived 
in Appendix C. The arbitrary functions, and <f>2» are chosen 
to be members of the basis used for the expansion (3.1.4).
Written explicitly, these functions have the form
X,&,(*,$)- <A[<f>(*;jji)< t >Cy j]M'
r)]* ' , if o v i )  - (ii'iv)
(3.1.5)
if (jjlj) < (j r* lj* ),
and J, is even
0  , otherwise.
This can also be written
[ z O  + S C j M j . ' O ) ^  ( ^ ( -  (3. !. 6)
Using (3.1.4) and (3.1.6) in (3.1.3) we obtain '
X<TtM, T, M, \% M^<TrMrTzMz\Tn V  An(hl*X ^  r*)
" K z I z M r X Z t  M ^ M zjTy j ' l f ;  % ) (jtUh^  r2 )
5 fw,«, - A., (3.1.7)
where the single particle term is
* | Z  M r X Z f y j ' n ' I Z  M r>
x 7 1  , < j i V , j , /'n l' l Z t 1 X h n 'tj>/,nt l Z M t>
m tm* (3.1.8)
X L S0 , h n t , ) ( ) A n x , ) S ( ) a M ( j / L'rnf) ^ ( ) l m ) ( ) t'U W l )
()(*)( j'tfm')
~  ^ ( ^ ( . X m o k f X ^ K y i W )  k j X h X )
To obtain the two-particle equivalent of (2.1.19) we recouple
(3.1.7), operating on it with
M rM f  
M,MZ
The resulting sum rules are
Z ^ T T Bs M j ' l ' ^ ) K J h k ) ' i : ^  o-i.s)
h *
J  £  g f a r O M X ;
where the recoupled single-particle term is
A 7 “
(2Tr 4-l)(2TsH )(27;i-l)(2Tz-t-0
r
a
f c f :M )<-Ti+j,*h-Tx f ji 2^[ W * / , ) f  jT r fi X
(3.1.10)
% r ( } X ) $ r 0 M
* % ? I y  "3“
~fytO(j2U) ^  h * j  j’ ra % \
( T, T{ T  J
- k m ® ™  < ji Tfl %-Ofirti*l*)0fis(M)
( t , x  x j
[ X  h  V
*  ( j t f ) ( % l z )  ] j '  ^  ^  * ®fir ( j i b )  ( j i  h )
U  %  T J
Like (2.1.19), (3.1.9) contains off-diagonal as well as 
diagonal sum rules. However, as mentioned previously, two- 
nucleon transfer reactions do not distinguish between con­
figurations coupled to the same spin, Jj. Hence we must 
keep the off-diagonal rules with (j jl lj ri 1']) f  (j 2I2J 11^ 0 - 
These sum rules still contain spectroscopic amplitudes for 
both one- and two-nucleon transfer and so their application 
is not going to be as simple as it was in the one-nucleon 
case.
However, we can achieve some simplification in a number 
of special cases which cover situations of physical interest.
As in the single-particle case, the sum rules for transfer 
to or from completely open or closed shells have a particular­
ly simple form. For stripping to open shells all the pickup 
amplitudes in (3.1.9). and 3.1.10) are zero. This leaves the 
sum rule: .
For pickup from closed shells the stripping amplitudes 
are zero and the single-particle amplitudes satisfy (2.3.19). 
The single-particle term can be evaluated using a relation 
similar to (2.3.20) giving
We can then use the orthogonality of 6-J symbols to obtain 
the sum rule
This result is analogous to the well-known 2J+1 sum rule 
(2.3.19) for one-nucleon transfer on closed shells.
Perhaps the most important case is the total sum rule
(3.1.11).
A t  = 2 s ( i !  * ! ) ( ) & ) (3.1.12)
(3.1.13)
obtained by summing (3.1.9) with
The resulting sum rule is
fl f ^
c*
= 0  v  0 h x x x u ' )  [' - r  ( % y p  + % ^ t t )
For transfer on spin-0 nuclei this is the only sum rule and
f 81it then reproduces the result of Bayman and Clement^ J .
The single-particle term also simplifies for transfer of 
two nucleons coupled to spin-0 on a nucleus of any spin.
The 6-J and 9-J symbols take on simple forms and the sum 
rule becomes
1 ; o )
(3.1.15)
Another case is that when the transformed nucleons come 
from a single orbital. In particular, in the f7/2-shell we 
expect two-nucleon amplitudes to be dominated by { f 7/ z ) 2 
configurations. Setting (j21j) = C j iT1i ’) = (j2 1 ! )  = Cj 2 1 )
we obtain
(3.1.16)
2
r n
- ( - O ^ d ^ O Z j  p  J  £ J 8 „ ( j , W > V '
* I ^ 1 ( 2 T ^ , ) ( 1 7 ; * , ) J  /•; ^  j ]  C o , * , )  .
It x r
So far all these sum rules are purely theoretical results. 
They do not, except possibly (3.1.16), relate quantities 
which can be obtained from experiment. The problem of using 
these results to obtain sum rules for experimental two-nucleon 
properties is discussed is Chapter’4.
3.2 Multiple moments
As described in section 2.2, it is possible to define 
single-particle multipole moments and express these moments 
in terms of spectroscopic amplitudes. These lead to alter­
native forms for the sum rules which, in certain cases, 
have a particularly simple form.
In a similar way we can define two-particle multiple
moments, express them in terms of spectroscopic amplitudes
(131and so derive new sum rulesA ' .  We start by defining a 
multipole operator
where we have suppressed the orbital numbers and taken the 
two nucleons to be of the same type. The hole operators 
are defined by (2.2.2).
Inserting a complete set of (A-2),-particle states into
x f K o r K o , ) ] 77 [ b ( j 0 b ( j 2) ] r ' ]  *  >
(3.2.1)
the reduced matrix element of iH allows us to expand it
l
in terms of spectr.oscopic amplitudes:
< % r \ { V l ( V b ' h ' O l l X ^  .. C3-2.2)
^ +O f h - 0 T+T*+Xr^ | |  J  r } V } d ' T > ) s« ( i d ’ r ' ) •
The spectroscopic amplitudes are, in this notation
. (3.2.3)
Using the orthogonality relation for 6-J symbols we can 
write (3.2.2) in the form
(3.2.4)
o<
_ 2T+ 
~ 27,
By using the anticommutation relations, (1.3.7), we can 
express the multipole moments in terms of stripping spectros­
copic amplitudes
< X j V ^ ( j , j ; / h j ' ) I I X r >  (3.2.5)
* p - , F + t t (2^ 0  j £  +Ar]
- l(2 T r+ l) (2 T ,  + o f  i y h  f y j ,  Sr o  f
where the single particle term, a j , is given by (3.1.10).
As in the single-particle case, we can use these 
expressions to derive sum rules containing only even or only 
odd multipole moments. These sum rules are
' g r . f W M  - A r - 2 J
, n i r i • T 'r  J J
( j i j r / j t X ) l l % r } J  . (3.2.6)
If all the odd two-nucleon moments are small for a certain
nucleus, then we have the approximate sum rule 
2T+I
2 X + 1 !• ' T< ) ®I-A 0»i' ; t) - Z 8^  O'./l'; ^  S« r ( ) 2)2 > T >)
. c3-2-7)
2T+/
The properties of the single-particle multipole moments 
for the even type of nucleon in an odd-mass nucleus, described 
in section 2.2 should hold for any operator which acts on the 
even nucleus only^*^ . In particular we expect the two- 
particle moments for the even type of nucleon to display the 
same pattern: dominance of the J=0,2 moments, with all the 
odd-J moments very small.
In the absence of suitable experimental data, these pre­
dictions were checked by calculating the two-particle moments 
for a theoretical wavefunction. The wavefunction used was 
that calculated by Kutshera, Brown and Ogawa^^ for 45Sc in 
the empirical (1f% ) n model, using the 42Sc interaction.
They expand their wavefunction in terms of seniority states 
and the coefficients of the expansion are listed in Table 3.1.
For such a wavefunction the two-neutron multipole moments 
can be expanded in terms of two-neutron fractional percentage
where x is expanded in products of proton (v J ) and neutron
P P
fv J ) seniority states with coefficients A(v J v J ). The  ^n n' 1 . p p n n'
main components of the calculated wavefunction (v ■ = 0 and 
vn = 2, Jn = 2) were included but the very small components 
with higher spin or seniority were omitted. The two-neutron 
f.p.c.’s were calculated from the single-neutron f.p.c.'s 
given in ref. [58].
The results of this calculation are shown in Table 3.2.
i
The factor (2J+1)2 is included to give a fairer indication 
of the importance of the moments in the sum rules (3.2.4) and
(3.2.6). For all three values of Jj the odd-J moments are 
very small, as expected. The J = 5,6,7 moments are all zero 
because of the omission of the higher components of the wave­
function. However, they would still be very small if the 
higher components were included. For Jj = 2,6 the J =0 and 
2 moments are both large and the J=4 moment, although smaller, 
is significant. Interestingly, for Jx =4 only the J=0 moment 
is large.
These multipole moments were then used to calculate the 
r.h.s. of the sum rule (3.2.4). If only the J1=0 moment is 
included, the sum rule is proportional to 2J+1; the effect of
including the other moments is shown in Tables 3.3-5. For 
Jj =4 the fact that all the J ! f  0 moments are small means 
that there is little departure from 2J+1 behaviour. This 
is in contrast with the Ji =2,6 cases where the large qua­
drupole matrix elements lead to strong deviations from this 
behaviour.
For Jx =2 the quadrupole moment enhances the strength to 
final states of spin 1/2 and 9/2, while suppressing the 3/2 and 
lx/2 strengths. The Jj =6 quadrupole moment has the opposite 
sign; its effect is to suppress the n /2, 13/2, 15/ 2 strengths 
and enhance those for final states of spin 5/2, 1I 2 and 19/2.
In both cases inclusion of the J = 4 moment has a small but 
significant effect while the J =1 and, 3 moments produce 
little further change.
These results confirm the expected behaviour of the two- 
nucleon moments for the even type of nucleon in an odd-mass 
nucleus. For a nucleus with these properties, the approximate 
sum rule (3.2.7) should be well satisfied. Also the spectros­
copic sums in (3.2.4) are effectively determined by the three 
multipole moments for J f = 0,2,4: this could provide a good 
testof the assumptions which have to be made when these sum 
rules are applied. The results also illustrate the importance 
of quadrupole correlations on two-nucleon transfer strengths. 
In addition, differences in the behaviour of the moments for 
different Jj could provide detailed structure information.
Jp %  . % % % ?/2 % %
. Jn 0 2 4 6 2* 4* 5
A (Jp V 0.855 0.496 0.09 5 0.024 -0.036
-0.108 -0.007
Table 3.1 Expansion (2.2.9) of the theoretical wavefunction 
for 4 5Sc(7/2-,g« s.) of ref. [58] in seniority 
states
* indicates seniority 4 states
J 1 J = o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 1.34 -0 .0 2
oo.
Ol 0 . 06 0 .26 0 0 0
4 1.38 -0 .0 5 -0 .1 6 0.09 0.09 0 0 0
6 1.66 - 0 . 0 8 1.30 0 .24 0.24 0 0 0
Table 3.2 Two-neutron multipole moments
for the wavefunction of Table 2
< i N ' i r >
included
Sum rule strength 
J =3/2 5/2 %  §/2 1 i/2
J’ = 0 4 6 8 10 12
J1 =0,2 0 4.9 12.7 16.9 5.9
J'=0',2,4 0.4 2.8 14.8 16.0 6.0
ali J' • 0.6 2.4 14.3 16.6 6.1
Table 3.3 Summed spectroscopic strength for J^=2 
(f 7/2V.) 2 pickup on 4^Sc leading to final states of 
spin J, calculated using the <|| UvF|| > of Table 3.. 
The strength has been normalised to 2J+1 for the 
J *=0 only case.
<11 u T  II >
included
Sum rule strength 
J = 1 %  %  %  %  l l /2 13/2 15/2
J ’ = 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
J' =0,2 1.5 3.3 5.5 8.1 11.1 13.6 15.1 14.0
J1=0,2,4 1.8 3.4 4.9 7.6 11.4 14.6 14.1 14.3
all J' 2.0 . 3.4 4.6 6V6 10.5 14. 7 15.7 14. 5
Table 3.4 As Table 3.3 but for = 4 (f7/2v)2 pickup
<11 Us' I > 
included
...  — ■ ■ T —  ' ■ I ■ ■ ' "1 1
Sum rule strength 
J=5/> %  %  l l / i 13/2 15/2 l l k  19/2
oii 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
J ’ = 0,2 15 * Is 14.9 11.'8 6.8 2.4 2.Z 11.9 39.0
(N)oII 16.6 14.0 9.8 6.3 4.6 4.2 8.6 40.0
all J' 15.9 13.4 9.4. 6.1 4.5 4.2 8.8 41. 7
Table 3.5 As Table 3.3 but for = 6 (f7/2v)2 pickup
3.3 Centre-of-mass corrections
The sum rules derived so far in this chapter are only 
correct to lowest order. As in the one-nucleon case we 
should take into account the centre-of-mass motion of the 
nucleus. This can be done by deriving an exact completeness 
relation for two-particle overlaps between relative motion 
wavefunctions, analogous to (2.3.13). By making a Taylor 
expansion of this completeness relation, we can obtain 1/A 
corrections to the sum rules.
Working in the momentum space representation of section
2.3 we can express the two-particle overlap between trans- 
lationally invariant states as
j ( M lp+2)J 2 d ^ £  *  f a  ^  f a  ^ . K ' )
3 the relative momenta are
( ' A
V ( m i ___l__
A + 2 ” /A+2
-/Hi / l M J
\ -A+2
/ ~~A+2
I
/
\ 1
' & i \  f ^ >
_ I .  I  , (3.3.2)'T/ U.
and $ is the Fourier transform of the overlap between the 
relative motion wavefunctions.
In second-quantised notation we can write this as
By using the inverse of (3.3.2) we also write this as
(3.3.4)
r ( !V-e"
The starting point for the derivation of the sum rules is 
the commutator matrix element
< % , - K - ^ 4 2 k'I -
^ ■ S r t K s - z H s t e r & s c i i i - f t - s f r - b Z j s f e - t f j ]  (3-3S)
-  K M - , ) V ' f y i + f o  K ) W i - * z n  ’)
-  i Otr-k') V ^ . +/r2 if) ^ ( ^ +A« if')] I % r r ^ - K - ^  if >  .
If we insert a complete set of (A+2)-particle states into 
the first term of the commutator we can use (3.3.4) to obtain
2£('K-K')%$ ( & , & ) & £ ( l ! t , ! h )  . (3.3.6)
KL
Inserting a complete set of (A-2)-particle states into the 
second term and using (3.3.3) we obtain
2 $ & * • ) £  & r ( k >
A  a  *
(3.3.7)
To express the single-particle terms in terms of overlaps, 
we insert a complete set of (A-l)-particle states and use 
(2.3.7). Then the first single-particle term becomes
SCs h s W m O .■ (s.s.-s)
and the other terms have,a similar form.
Combining all these results we obtain the exact.complete­
ness relation .
The 1/A corrections can be found by taking the matrix 
element of (3.3.9) between arbitrary, antisymmetric, two- 
particle states and making a Taylor expansion:
X<* -I &> -f J. a (2)
*  *  A
= <«*,/ A> -2 fedkdkH #*(ktX) $£&)%&)%(*,.bt)
where the correction to the pickup term is
4 *  -  - Z [<«S1 •> Y k  I ( k > . < 4 ,  | k,+i ,  I*<2>
3.9)
3.10)
3.11)
and that to the single-particle term is
Returning to configuration space and using the operator 
equations
we can write these corrections as
- < 4 l % * % \ 0 ' ' f> . < & s \ *  +  ¥ \ 4 > ]  , (3.3
A 0>= 2 T. p* ^  <V 0*(x, y') f t  (y.)
* [ $ - ( ¥ * * ¥ ? . ' )  • (3.3
These corrections can be evaluated by expressing the wave­
functions in terms of angular momentum eigenstates and re­
coupling. In general this will lead to some very complicated 
expressions. Here I will calculate the correction to the 
total sum,rule (3.1.14). With some physically reasonable 
assumptions this reduces to a simple form.
To calculate the corrections we use the expressions (3.1.4) 
and (3.1.5) and rexouple with
2rr+i T h
M rM s
M.Mj
.12)
.13)
.14)
.15)
Using the orthogonality relations for Clebsch-Gordon co-
Here we introduce the assumption that ji li , jj If , 
and j212 are all orbits in the same major shell - the valence 
shell. In the simplest shell model the properties of the 
dipole matrix elements require that one of j3l3, j^li and 
one of j i|. 1 if, j\ 1 \  come from a closed shell. In particular, 
the restrictions (j 313)  ^ (j3’ 13) and (ji^ li*) < (jjlij)' mean 
that j3l3 and ji+li* must be the closed orbitals.
With these assumptions the total sum rule (3.1.14) becomes
efficients the pickup correction term, a (2) becomes
OikUGUi)
W t Q i U ) (3.3.16)
K r  C h U  ' 3?)
I
(2 * |  %
(3.3.17)
where we have used the fact that
Using (3.3.17) to replace the sum over a in (3.3.16) and 
expanding the dipole matrix elements, we obtain
a -  * ro* w ,  w - d " *  £  f e  sW j
O t W t i W )
X Z  />,' / t;M|> < ^  y; m ; 17; *,>
m , m ' m  m ' (3.3.19)
xf(<i|r/5> jlV - <i//r!3>Sl3/)
. (<?i V|2> gjV - <3|^|2/> J2?/) 
-(<'lYl3>S)y-<i/|r|?> 5I?0
. ( < 3 / r / 2 > J ay - . < 3 / r | 2 - >  S«'-) ]  ,
where the set of quantum numbers j has been abbreviated
to i. The dipole matrix elements can be regrouped in four 
terms : ■
(< i  / r  13>. <?l ? |  2>  -  < i  | v / ? > . o  f r  |2 > )
-(<l/|r|3>.<3|V|2>-<l'f?|3>.<2|r/2>)^^j'?' 
- (<l I r 13>.<? I /2'> - < 11VJ?>.<3’I r 12'>) i ,/?/T2 j/ 
+ (<i'K(3>.<?|'? ]2'> -<Il^|3>.<?|r|2'>;f,,/.
Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem the sum over magnetic 
quantum numbers in the first term becomes
2J < h " , h W i 7 > n i > < ) x " * h ' « i ' l T , M f r  (3.3.20)
"I1”1’
From the properties of the dipole matrix elements, j x 2 
implies Lx-—12 • The contribution from the first term to A ( 
can be written
^0 (0  _z_ X  * < 0 .IIdlhh><bli H ?lb'7^>
fi Zj(+\ Ijt+l j?h
’ " [ O ^ k w j w X 1 * s w m ) ] 2 ( 2 T , H )  h w i t k )
A , m  ,
7? 2;' + / (3.3.21)
where Ai is Clement's correction, given by (2.3.21).
The evaluation of the other three terms proceeds similarly. 
Combining all four, we obtain
A (i> = - C227+0
MiX)} ■
(3.3.22)
After recoupling the one-particle correction term can be 
written f
A (,) - 2  I  ( %  S£ ^ f )  Z
j ?i3 V p y? *
*&,;&»,) (3'3‘23] 
xfrrC?;+V,)-r2.fe-fV?)] ^(r2; j j h m , )  <&[&&;'h lx)<f>(^;£0]* .
With the same assumptions as above, j 313 must be closed and 
the matrix elements of are zero. Using (3.3.18) and 
expanding the antisymmetrised states, we can write this as
A 0) -  2 (3.3.24)
h l3
M/th?  
nif/h^mj m '
* [ (<''/? |?>.<?/r/2'> - <i'[r/?>.<3lY/2'>) Sn  
- ( < ' T Y / 3 > . < 3 f r | 2 > l ? > . < 3 l Y l 2 >) Sn ' ■
+ (<i lY|3>.<3fr/2>-</|r |?>.<i/v’|2>)
-(<iIY|3>.<?lr/2'> -<»Irl3>.<?|y|2'>) ^  ^
where the quantum numbers have been abbreviated as before.
The evaluation of these terms is almost identical to that 
of the terms of A(2). After using the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
and recoupling we obtain
A 6)= (2V » )  . (3.3.25)
Adding these corrections to the total sum rule (3.1.14) 
gives
1 Brn ;X) BrJ j r , )1 X "  *.
(3.3
-I s4 0 > 0 -iAO.‘,>)
This sum rule is correct to order 1/A. However, it is 
unlikely that two-nucleon spectroscopic data will ever be 
accurate enough for these corrections to be significant in 
practice.
4. .APPLICABILITY OF THE SUM RULES
"GUIL: ... And for all we know it isn't 
even true.
PLAYER: For all anyone knows, nothing is.
Everything has to be taken on trust; trust 
is only that which is taken to be true.
It's the currency of living ... One acts 
on assumptions. What do you assume?"
Tom Stoppard: Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern are Dead
4.1 Sum rules for cross-sections
The sum rules derived in Chapter 3 are purely formal 
results. They relate two-nucleon amplitudes for stripping 
and pickup; as indicated in section 1.2 these amplitudes 
are not directly observable quantities. To obtain sum rules 
relating cross-sections for two-nucleon transfer we have to 
make some additional assumptions.
It is still not clear what the minimal set of such 
assumptions is or how realistic the assumptions made are. 
However, the following assumptions will be used in this work 
They are the assumptions made by Bayman and Clement , al­
though not explicitly stated.
1. There exists a set pf two-nucleon configurations satis 
fying the following conditions:
a. The final states observed in stripping and pickup 
reactions on’ a given nucleus exhaust the spectroscopic 
strength from these configurations.
b. These configurations dominate the overlap with the
observed final states.
These configurations are generally taken to be those formed 
by coupling pairs of single-particle states from one major 
shell of the shell model.
2. The one-step DWBA is a valid description of two-nucleon 
transfer reactions.
3. For configurations from one major shell the DWBA am­
plitudes can be approximately factorised:
rLSTM L ^  ~  ' 3~)f,ir LSTML(&) ) (4.1.1
where the angular form of the amplitudes is very nearly 
configuration independent. In addition to their angle 
independence, the coefficients, D, should also be dependent 
of the Q-values for the states, a, r-
Perhaps the crucial assumption is la. It is possible 
that for the configurations we are interested in a significant 
fraction of the strength in the sum rules (3.1.9) comes from 
states whose overlaps are dominated by other configurations. 
This is analogous to the continuum contribution in single­
particle sum rules. If this strength is large, then no 
application of the sum rules is possible.
For one-nucleon transfer the results of section 2.4 indi­
cate that correlations remove about 51 of the strength.
With two extra nucleons, we might expect twice this amount 
of two-nucleon strength in the continuum. This would not 
seriously affect the application of the sum rules. However,
the correlation between 
further strength into
The other effect of this correlation is to mix in confi­
gurations from higher major shells. This problem will be 
discussed in section 4.3.
The question of the importance of two-step processes in 
two-nucleon transfer is still the subject of an unresolved 
debate. However, as described in section 4.4, it may be 
possible to apply the sum rules even when such effects are 
important.
The configuration-independence of the angular form of
DWBA cross-sections is well-known and has been demonstrated
for a number of DWBA analyses .(e.g. refs. [7,18]). The work
(17)of Broglia et al. J has shown that the variation of DWBA 
cross-sections with the Q-value of the transfer is more or 
less configuration independent. Hence it does not affect 
the ratios between cross-sections for different configurations. 
The factorisation (4.1.1) is thus valid for DWBA analyses 
using simple triton wavefunctions.
In the analysis used here, the realistic triton wave­
function makes the factorisation less good. However, by 
working in a restricted angular range, it is possible to 
extract D-factors .which only change by about 10V over the 
range of states and configurations considered.
With factorisation (4.1.1) of the DWBA amplitude we
there is also the possibility that 
the two transferred nucleons mixes 
states where it cannot be observed.
can write the differential cross-section (1.2.10) in the form
- 1 ‘S r r  ( * )  » c4-1-2)
. T
where
2
^ r T ( 0 )  =  l H
1 C h U ) $ ( } { i ; )
0 - ^ ( 6 )  . (4.1.3)
of r J N
DWHere a- j is the configuration-independent DWBA cross- 
section for transfer of two nucleons coupled to angular 
momentum J.
Since the sum over J is incoherent, it should be possible 
to extract the a j  from experimental results (but see the 
next section and Appendix C) . We can then define ’enhancement
factors’ by taking ratios of the experimental cross-sections
4. 4-U DWto the a :
e  ( r )  ~  * -—  (4.1.4)< x r \ J '  _i)u/ /«»
With the assumptions leading to (4.1.3) these enhancement 
factors can be written
$ r(T) =  l Z  D0,i,/,X;^)e^(}tt,};i!;r)j , (4.i.s)
where the sum runs over configurations from one major shell.
If we take any of the sum rules of Chapter 3, multiply by 
the D-factors for the configurations and then sum over the 
configurations, we obtain sum rules for the enhancement 
factors, given by (4.1.5). By using the expression (4.1.4) 
for these factors we can apply these sum rules to experimental
data.
For example, if we apply this procedure to the total sum 
rule (3.1.14) we obtain
* ( « « )  z  i m v v f f ' - z i 1 7 T  * s4 0 ,
(;,<•) W O  L v " >' ‘
For transfer on a spin-0 nucleus this result is the same as 
the Bayman-Clement sum rule^.
By applying the procedure to the results of section 3.2 
we obtain sum rules relating combinations of multipole moments 
for different configurations of enhancement factors. For 
example (3.2.2) gives 
51 DOW'  X )  t > ( h h i " Z )  ^ t f r l l  Uy;  ( j t j t  f  h h  ) l l % r ) >
h * ) !
3" / • •/ :
; n * r
(4.1.7)
' £ * * 
h f h
- first) |  { £  %  t }  ■
Using the orthogonality of 6-J symbols we can also write 
this in the form
5  $TX, * « r  ( ? )  ' (4.1. 8)
rr + { t p  I 7 I Jr J )
- 27+1 
2 Tr + i  r 1
* X  t > ( r , )  H h i l - , r < ) < * * 4 / 0 . / .  ' h h ) \ l % e } -  , 
) , * X
h * ; (
If the wavefunction of an odd-mass nucleus has the form 
described in section 3.2 then, for transfer of the even type 
of nucleon, the sums of enhancement factors in (4.1.8) 
should be determined by three parameters:
M-Z ~ Hi,}\ / ^ \ II (Uh '  9 (4.1.9)
' h * i (• / v 
/**/*
for J ’ =0,2,4. This should provide a good test of the 
assumptions in obtaining (4.1.8) as well as providing infor­
mation on quadrupole correlations. In this case we should 
also have the approximate sum rule, obtained from (3.2.7),
"S ^ e r n ( r <) - 7 .  (4.1.10)
T T + l  
T T r
21 DO,/,'; r.)0 (hjl: rj [tjxh -/\T 0,
/*«/»'
where Aj is the single-particle. term (3.1.10).
4.2 DWBA analysis of two-nucleon transfer
In order to apply the sum rules of the previous section we
need a DWBA analysis of two-nucleon transfer to calculate the
D-factors. and configuration-independent cross-sections. In
applying one-nucleon transfer sum rules the choice of DWBA
analysis is not-, crucial. - This is because the fitting procedure
125)of Clement and Perezv J leaves the overall normalisation of 
the spectroscopic factors as a constant to be determined.
The overall normalisation for two-nucleon transfer can be 
treated similarly. However, in this case we also need accurate 
values for the relative normalisations for different configu­
rations: the D-factors.
Hence it was decided to employ the treatment developed by 
Strayer, Werby and Nagaraj an ^ . This is an exact 
finite-range DWBA analysis, using a realistic triton wave­
function . Earlier DWBA analyses ^ ^ ^  used simplified
triton wavefunctions which were spatially symmetric with zero 
orbital angular momentum. Realistic wavefunctions also have 
components of mixed symmetry with orbital angular momentum 
zero or two^"^. The contributions of these components to 
the two-nucleon form factor are likely to have configuration 
dependences which differ from that of the symmetric S compo­
nent. In addition, inclusion of these components means that 
transfers to unnatural parity states (e.g. ^^Pb (p,t)
n A /
Pb(3+)) are no longer strongly suppressed.
This section summarises the method of Strayer et a l . ^ ^  
for calculating the two-neutron form factor (defined by
(1.2.6) - (1.2.9)). Their notation differs slightly from that 
used in section 1.2; in particular A denotes the nucleus 
formed by adding two neutrons to B and not vice versa. The 
coordinates they use to describe the reaction are’ given in 
Fig. 4.1.
The potential which appears in the two-nucleon transfer
of
amplitude (1.2.1) is the -sum^the interactions of the proton 
with the two neutrons:
V = V i p + V 2p (4.2.1
(79)By using the Reid soft core potentialv J for the two-body 
interactions, Strayer et al. maintain consistency with the
triton wavefunction which was obtained using the same potential 
(84)
In this method all wavefunctions are expressed in a harmonic 
oscillator basis. This simplifies matters because of the 
known transformation to two-neutron centre-of-mass and relative 
coordinates using Moskinsky b r a c k e t s . A general two- 
nucleon overlap (1.2.12) can be expanded in this basis
f i A (ris, r28 ; T M ) =  z  8 ( n . l < / ' **/»/,; r )
(ni ^  ft) ^  (n 2^jz)
y
* ( A  ( - 1 $  * *1 t f / i )  f - l j i ) ] ^  >
where the singl.e-particle functions <f>o(r;nlj) are harmonic 
oscillator eigenfunctions.
r
Fig. 4.1 Coordinates used to describe 
two-nucleon transfer(86)
In particular, consider the expansion of the overlap (3.1.4) 
in terms of wavefunctions given by the half separation 
energy ansatz (see section 4.3). Strayer et al. expanded 
the single-particle wavefunctions in terms of harmonic
oscillator functions
g.5(r;;U; = Z  Ani & ( r ; nI)m) . (4.2.3)
n~o
They found that, in practice, no more than 15 terms were 
needed in this expansion. In this case the coefficients B 
are related to the ordinary spectroscopic factors by
T) -  T ) A A , i , A n i (t . (4.2.4)
Using the Moskinsky transformation, they wrote the over­
lap as
0 f a e . r i9 y — ^  Z.
".*>/, f c O + h A  Ln jn
n l N g L g
(4.2.5)
*[i + <:-0l+r”] I Ng Lg L|, | rtj t| rtj Lif *2 Jl U. ^ il
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X Id 'z)l /L. H L|2 5/2 Plj/2 | y  f('z'Z)flT.
x t f o f r ' ^ ^ S e i n l N s L e l n n L n )  .
where -| (i i) l—'l > is the isospin part of the wavefunction,
il
h
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h
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j l  r
J~I2 Sn T S n y  j
(4.2.6)
is the transformation coefficient from jj to LS coupling 
and <nlNgL.gL.j2 | nj (,-^ 2 is the Moskinsky bracket.
The triton wavefunction used is that of Strayer and Sauer
symmetric S component and mixed symmetry S’ and D components. 
The binding energy of the wavefunction is -6.7 MeV and its 
r.m.s. charge radius is 1.85 fm, as compared with experimental 
values of -8.48 MeV and 1.70 fm.
The expansion of the wavefunction is given in the form
The orbital component is given in terms of oscillator 
functions and has total orbital angular momentum and
total spin S^, isospin Tt and conjugate permutation symmetry 
CXLt:. The properties of these components and their con-
. This is a variational wavefunction obtained using the
(7 9 VReid soft core potential^ . It consists of a spatially
C ( n , T , n t t i  S i ) (4.2.7)
X  ( 2  l C  !?p r )
(53)The (totally antisymmetric) basis states are^ J
,/f R , ; n, X, A, I2 L t [X W J S* Tt Tt )
*d ( n . ) )  
x ( ' , ) L  U t M rtT< H rJ X u ](rL ) >  #
(4.2.8)
permutation symmetry The spin-isospin part has
tributions to the triton wavefunction are listed in Table 4.1.
Strayer et al. expanded the form factor into contributions 
from the different triton components:
~pl s • (4.2.9)
Z <LpMPLgHe Y M (Rp) Y (Rg)
rtprtg e r  8 6
where
q h l * u R o ) =  T ( I Y 2 r
*~pLgL$r "  n M  .[2 0 +St,h 1
(4.2.10)
f^pWg
The detailed structure of the square bracket in (4.2.10) is 
given in ref. [86]; it is not important for-the discussion 
here. However, it does contain the angular momentum re­
coupling coef f icients_
[l| h  ) ,
L|i $ n  T
pi $lz <^-1 f  ^^  "IUe  ^iU* *  L. f h n  L  L g J
These specify the selection rules for two nucleon transfer. 
These rules are given in refs. [86,69] and are summarised 
in Table 4.2. The parities of the nuclear states A and B 
are related by
t t  t t  -  f + l
Ti 0 ~ • (4.2.11)
A natural parity transition is one for which
TrA i r e s..(- i ) T  ; (4.2.12)
while for an unnatural parity transition
7TA TTfi “ “ (~f) • (4.2.13)
From the selction rules the L = 0 component of the S state 
can only contribute to natural parity transitions. The 
components with L > 2 can contribute to unnatural parity 
transitions, but these are likely to be very small. The S' 
state can contribute to natural parity transitions with 
S12 = 0, L > 0 or S12 = L > 1  and to unnatural parity 
transitions with S12 = 0, L > 2 or S12 = 1, L > 1. The D 
state can contribute to both natural and unnatural parity 
transitions through components with S12 = 1, L > 1.
Thus the S' and D states can produce significant amplitudes
for transfers with unnatural parity. Previously the observed
cross-sections‘for such transfer had to be explained in
r so R7]
terms of multistep processes^ 9 J. Also these states can 
contribute to natural parity transitions amplitudes with 
L f  0 and/or Si2 = 1. These amplitudes will have a confi­
guration dependence differing from that of the L =0, S12 =
0 amplitude of the S state and could have a significant effect 
on the D-factors.
State
% of 
wave-' 
function Lt St [XLt] £[ALt]
(-1)rL
S 89.8 0 12 [3] ( H D 1 + 1
(211) 2 + 1
S' . 1.4 o 12 [21]
(121) 2 -1
(211) 2 + 1
. D 8.8 2 3 2 [21]
(121) 2 -1
Table 4.1 Basis states used in the expansion of the triton 
wavefunction^53’84). See ref. [36] for defini­
tions of permutation symmetry labels
S Cl D
(rL) = (lll) (rL) = (211) (rL) = (121) (rL) = (121)
Si2=0,L even Si 2 =0,L even S12 = 1> L odd • S i 2 = 111* odd
S = S12 = 0 S = S12 = 0 S = S12 = 1 S = S12 = 1
L = L even 
P
L = L even 
P
L = L odd 
P
L = L,L,i 2 odd 
P
L = lip - LBi • L = ilp - lb i L = lip+ lb I L ‘ lip + h \
= L 1 2 = J = l 12 = j = L i 2 = J,J±1
= J,Jil Lj2= L,L - 2
Table 4.2 Two-nucleon transfer selection rules for the 
components in the triton wavefunction
+ +However, Strayer et al.. found that for 0 0 ground
state transitions only the L = S = 0  contributed significantly
to the form factor. In addition they found that the S state
contributed more than 90% of the cross-section for these
203transfers. For the unnatural parity transition Pb (p,t)
7 C\f\
Pb(3+) they found that the dominant contribution was 
singlet (S12=0) transfer from the S 'state.
+ + .For 0 -* 0 transfers the main effect of the Sf state is
to partly fill in the first minimum in the cross-section^*^ .
90 92
This is particularly noticeable for Zr(t,p) Zr at E^ =
20 MeV in the region 12° to 35°. Here experimental cross-
('39')
sections and single DWBA calculationsv J have a strong minimum. 
However, calculations using the method described here (see 
Figs. 5.1, 5.3) give only a shallow minimum and even an extra 
peak in the cross-section! It is still not clear what is 
responsible for this. One possibility is that triton wave­
function is at fault; at present calculations are in progress 
(101) cjiec]c whether a different triton wavefunction 
gives results which agree with those of Strayer et al.
Another possibility is that this behaviour of the cross- 
section is due to the choice of optical potentials, espe­
cially as the reaction involves a large momentum mismatch^^. 
(7)Baymanv J observed a somewhat similar effect in his calcu- 
40 42lations for Ca (t,p) Ca at = 10 MeV. . This vanished 
for a different choice of proton optical potential. However, 
for Zr case changing the proton potential does not have much 
effect, as indicated in Fig. 5.5.
The presence o£ mixed-symmetry states in the triton may 
make sum rule applications more difficult. The fact that 
transfer can occur with S=0,1 means that more than one value 
of L can contribute to transfer with a given J. If the 
S=1 contributions are large the factorisation (4.1.1) may 
have, to be replaced with
P l t L S r 96 V ( * l ' i > l ' ; L * 7 ) f * r l S T M t ( 0 )  • (4.2.14)
The expression (4.1.2) for the cross-section will then have 
to be replaced by
<r«r(e) = Z  <rr L$ r (e) . (4.2.15)
1 S T
The angular form of the ^LgjCQ) is basically determined by L
and is more or less independent of S and J. To extract the
contributions for each LSJ from the experimental results it 
may be necessary to have data on analysing powers as well as 
cross-sections. With the increasing use of polarised beams, 
these data are becoming available.
4.3 . Configuration mixing in overlap functions
In this section I want to look at the problem of calcu­
lating nuclear Qverlap functions and the question of the 
validity of assumption lb of section 4.1. In principle, 
if we knew the wavefunctions of states A and B we could 
calculate the over-lap directly using (1.2.4). However, in 
practice we do not have this knowledge and so we must use 
some other means. Overlaps between shell model wavefunctions 
are easy enough to calculate but they do not have the correct
asymptotic behaviour.. This asymptotic behaviour is important 
if we wish to use the overlap in DWBA calculations.
The starting'point for calculations of overlap functions 
is the set of dynamical equations which they satisfy. These 
can be obtained by expressing the Hamiltonian for A particles 
in terms of that for A-n or from the commutator
where <J).g^is the overlap between A-particle state and 
(A-n)-particle state $g, T^ is the kinetic energy operator 
for nucleon i and is the interaction between nucleons 
i and j. If, for the moment, we neglect centre-o’f-mass 
effects, E^ and Eg are the energy eigenvalues of the inter­
nal motion of states A and B respectively. Defining
where the Hamiltonian in second-quantised form (see
Appendix B). The resulting system of equations is^ }
(4.3.1)
fewt+l
(4.3.2)
where is another (A-n)-particle eigenstate, we can write
the integro-differential equations in the form
(4.3.3)
The angular momentum recoupling has been omitted for sim­
plicity.
Solving the equations (4.3.3) exactly would be equivalent 
to solving the nuclear many-body problem and so we must 
find some way to obtain approximate solutions. In particular, 
we would like these solutions to have the correct asymptotic 
form.
The asymptotic behaviour has a simple, model-independent
(49)form only for single-particle overlapsv In this case
the dynamical equation (4.3.3) is
- I  V*O£.)0*c a & >  ' (4-3-4>
The terms in consist of a short-range interaction multi­
plied by the density matrix elements of the (A-l)-particle 
system. These should tend to zero at least exponentially 
outside the nuclear surface. Therefore for large r^ we have
fei) «  0 , (4. 3. 5)
and so the solutions to (4.3.4) have the asymptotic form
( }  ~  ^  e*p[-/if* Ife n] . (4.3.6)
The equations (4.3.4)-have been solved, with reasonable
(75)approximations by Philpott et al.\ They assumed that
the nuclei A and B can be described as closed shells plus 
valence nucleons.- Then (4.3.4) can be written in the form
[T; + U ( ¥ 1) + ('£'e-E4)]^(,/,C¥,) = -2riV<?c^ , ) ^ (ACi'i) , (4.3.7)c
where U is the Hartree-Fock interaction with the closed shells
and is the interaction with the valence nucleons. TheyJj L
replaced U by a Woods-Saxon potential and evaluated the r.h.s. 
using shell-model functions and phenomenological potentials.
The r.h.s. is treated as a perturbation and the equations are 
solved to first order. However, for most cases the equation
[ f + + (2^(2?,) - 0  , (4.3.8)
is adequate. A Woods-Saxon potential is used for U and its 
depth is varied to give a bound state with the required 
angular momentum at energy E^-E^. This is known as the 
well-depth method.
For two-particle overlaps the situation is much more 
complicated. THe nearest equivalent to (4.3.6) is Merkur’ev's- 
result :
t u f a . * * )  e * r [ ' m ^ \  *1 ’ (4-3-9)
when R = | r l | is large ■and|r1 -r2| is small.
Other information on the asymptotic behaviour can be found 
from the requirement that the two-particle overlaps be consis­
tent with the single-particle o v e r l a p s i n  second-quan­
tised notation the overlap (1.3.16) between A-particle state 
and (A-2)-particle state ^  is
• (4.3.10)
We can insert a complete set of (A-l)-particle states, $c, 
and use the expression for the single-particle overlaps 
(1.3.15) to write this as
(4.3.11)
This expression of the two-particle overlaps in terms of 
single particle overlaps can be put in another form by 
considering
(4.3.12)
where we have used the fact that
N -  U x  f (4.3.13)
is the second-quantised number operator . Inserting a 
complete set of (A-2)-particle states in (4.3.12) and using 
the expressions for the overlaps we obtain
Jpj Z f e x l < f i g c ( Z z ) & e A f a , Z ' )  . (4.3.14)
From this relation and the asymptotic behaviour of the
1 4 9 1single-particle overlap, we obtain Ibarra's requirement^ J
^  (4.3.15)
for large r^. , -
The dynamical equations for two-particle overlaps are
[t+ ri * vn + Eg - ba ] <t>u (*,, 8x)
- :a (*>'-*) • (4.3.16)
These are much more complicated to solve than in the single­
particle case and so far no general method of solution has 
been found.
Instead, the commonest method of calculating two-nucleon
(9)overlaps is the half separation energy (HSE) ansatz'- . In 
this method two nucleons are treated as independent particles 
in a well, each bound with half the experimental two-nucleon 
separation energy. The overlaps then consist of antisymme­
trised pairs of functions which satisfy
[ T + U ( x ) + - - % ( F e - E A ) ' \ t f ( x ) = 0 .  (4.3.17)
This equation is solved in the same way as the well-depth 
method for one-nucleon transfer. The interaction between 
the two nucleons is taken into account by mixing configurations 
as in (3.1.4), with spectroscopic amplitudes given by a 
particular shell model. In general, only configurations 
from one major shell are used.
The use of half the experimental two-nucleon separation 
energy in (4.3.17) means that they have the correct asymptotic 
behaviour as far as (4.3.9) is concerned. However, the 
single-particle functions behave like
-7-
for large r^, and so do not satisfy Ibarra’s consistency 
requirement (4.3.15). *
In practice, DWBA calculations using HSE overlaps have been 
found to give good agreement with the angular form of 
differential cross-sections^9 . However, they serious-
ly underpredict the absolute magnitude of the cross-sections;
+ +for 0 ■> 0 ground state transitions, the DWBA cross-
sections are smaller than the experimental results by a
(7) (37)
factor ~ 2 - 3 ■ . This is interpreted^ J as being due to
the restricted space used in the expansion of the overlaps.
The effect of using a larger basis of shell-model state
has been investigated by considering the simple case of two
particles outside a closed shell. The most successful attempt
to do this is the extended-basis shell model (EBSM) developed
(48 77 37Vby Ibarra et al. 9 V . For two-particles outside a 
closed shell the equation (4.3.16) can be written^^
(4.3.18)
The operator Q projects onto two-particle states outside 
closed shells. The problem is then to diagonalise the l.h.s. 
of (4.3.18). In the EBSM this is done by working in a har­
monic oscillator basis . This makes manipulating the 
wavefunctions easier, but it does mean that a very large 
basis has to be used to obtain wavefunctions with the correct 
asymptotic behaviour. Ibarra et al. found that they needed 
to use a basis of 14-20 oscillator quanta, corresponding to 
350-915 basis states.
This method gives overlaps which are consistent with 
single-particle overlaps . Also Ibarra et al. found that 
two-neutron zero-range form factors had the same asymptotic 
form as those given by the HSE ansatz but a significantly 
greater magnitude. This explains why HSE cross-sections agree
well in angular form with those actually observed. The 
increase in magnitude was found to come particularly from 
including single-particle functions with high orbital 
angular momenta in the basis states. Earlier calculations 
had neglected such components and so seemed to agree with 
HSE results . A similar method has been developed by 
Bang et a l . ^  using a Sturmian basis. However, the over­
laps given by this method do not satisfy the consistency 
requirement (4.3.15).
Full finite-range DWBA calculations, using EBSM overlaps 
and a realistic triton wavefunction, have now been performed 
for a number of two-neutron transfer reactions. They agree 
very weil with experimental cross-sections, both in shape 
and magnitude.
In the EBSM the closed shell nucleus is treated as an 
inert core and so the only configuration mixing is with open 
shells. Correlations in a more realistic "closed shell" 
wavefunction mean that it will include 2-particle-2-hole 
and higher configurations. The effect of these on two- 
nucleon transfer reactions has been investigated by Pinkston 
et al. , using the random-phase approximation (RPA) 94) ^
Using second-quantisation, Pinkston et al. defined the 
amplitudes
X = <A|a a IB > 
inn n m' (4.3.19)
Y i y  = <A|aja:|!) > , 
where A is the ."closed shell" ground state, m,n denote single
particle states above the Fermi surface and i,j states below 
it. When angular momentum coupling is included explicitly 
these amplitudes can be simply related to the spectroscopic 
amplitudes using (3.2.3). The X and Y are then used to define 
a creation operator
X*u. a t  a * -  .
mil i \ J 9
(4.3.20) a l/
This is assumed to have "harmonic" properties
Q M > = 0  f Q + M >  - (e> . (4.3.21)
(94)The RPA secular equation for X and Y are obtained from ■
2 o > < A l [ f i , Q * ] l A >  (4.3.22)
= < A \ [ « , [ X , Q n l + [ l « , X l Q 4 ] \ A >  >
for R = a a- and R = a.a., where to = E^-E.. The resulting n m J i B A °
set of approximate linear equations is
v£ , „ y;; ,
?\ .. * > f r ~ i)
S ~ X * . + t Z " Am* 9 k l
where the e's are single-particle energies and
(4.3.2 3)
A . ' .
V = ‘ V - V , - (4.3.24)mnpq mnpq mnqp ’ v '
are antisymmetrised matrix elements of the two-body potential.
The equations (4.3.23) have two kinds of solutions .
One has the X amplitudes larger than the Y’s; these correspond 
to states |B> with two particles outside the closed shell.
The Y amplitudes corrspond to the mixing of hole orbitals 
into the overlap, as a result of ground state correlations. 
However, there are also solutions with the YVs larger than 
the X’s; these correspond to two-hole states |c> created by 
the operator Q:
Q|A> = |c> .. (4.3.25)
In this case w = Ec~E^.
Because of this particle-hole symmetry, the RPA formalism 
can be used to estimate both hole-orbital contributions to 
two-nucleon stripping (e.g. 160(t,p)180) and particle con­
tributions to pickup (e.g. 160(p,t)140).
In actual calculations Pinkston et al. found that the
160(t,p)180(g.s.) RPA formfactor gave cross-section 20% 
larger than that, of a shell mo'del calculation. For the 
pickup reaction 160(p,t)140(g.s.) the corresponding increase 
was by a factor of 4. They were able to explain this quite 
simply. The hole orbitals are more tightly bound than the 
particle orbitals; as a result their wavefunctions are much 
smaller at the nuclear surface and beyond. Hence their 
contributions to the two-particle stripping form factor are 
small. For two-particle pickup the situations are reversed 
and in this case even small admixtures of particle orbitals 
will significantly increase the formfactor at the nuclear 
surface. .
The amplitudes of the excited configurations which appear
in the. EBSM and RPA overlaps are small. Therefore, as
f771Pinkston has pointed out1 , they could be calculated within
the framework of perturbation theory. In shell model theory 
it is customary to define a model space of states which 
consists of a closed-shell core plus nucleons in a restricted 
set of orbitals - the valence orbitals (see refs.[34,62] for 
details). A projection operator, P, is defined, which pro­
jects any state onto the model space. The complementary 
operator, Q, projects onto the rest of the Hilbert space, so 
that
where HQ is the independent-particle Hamiltonian used to 
construct the model space. An eigenstate, ¥, of the full 
Hamiltonian satisfies
and will have components in both the model space and the 
complementary Q-space, The Q-space component can be written
P + Q = 1 (4.3.26)
The Hamiltonian H is written as
(4.3.27)
H¥ = E'F (4.3.28)
in the form^"^
(4.3.29)
where
V  - Qyp
V  = QVQ
(4.3.3:0)
To first order in V this can be written
f?TiC(V(3P • (4.3.31)
•a
In second-quantised notation
K," Z  * (4-3
- f - 3«^<A/y<s
and so (4.3.31) can be written
9 l f >  =  £ i , 0  < “ t  (<-3
Since we are only keeping terms to first order in V, we can 
replace E by the unperturbed energy:
0 , f > =  S f l i c , ' * * 0 *  V^ y *  -  <*, « y p . i f >  . (4.3
r < S € p
r 7 7 'j
Pinkston^  ^ looked at the case of two-nucleon transfer 
on a closed-shell nucleus. Denoting the unperturbed closed- 
shell ground state by |0>, the actual ground state is, to 
first order in V,
M> af at  vh r> «; ai ) l ° >
 ^ X L  T 7 I Z 7 T 7  / (4-3
where i,j are occupied orbitals in |0> and p,q are empty.
The model-space state of two-nucleons outside the core in 
valence orbitals m,n is
P|B> = a+m a+n |0>- . (4.3
Using (4.3.35) the perturbed state is
( O - / 0 >  + Z  /°> - (4 3
+ 3p - lh terms + 4p - 2h terms.
The sum over p,q runs over two-particle excitations; one-
.32)
.33)
.34)
.35)
. 36)
.37)
.38)
particle excitations are expected to be s m a l l . The 3p- 
lh and 4p - 2h terms have not been written explicitly be­
cause they can only contribute to the overlap through 
second-order or higher terms in V.
To evaluate the overlap, we use (1.3.9) to write (1.3.16) 
in the form
= Z  f e > ] < A  I (4.3.39)
* < p
Evaluating (4.3.39) for the states |A>, |B> above, we 
obtain
0^ *(*,,*,) ^  c&[tfnfa)0n(Zl)]  (4.3.40)
V A
r<\ 1 % J
4- ^  Mwni; cAr[0i(*<) fe)) f
i < )
(32)to first order, in V. Following Brown^ J we can represent
these terms by the diagrams shown in Fig. 4.2a-c. Pinkston 
(77)J showed that with a surface-delta interaction, all the 
terms in (4.3.40) contribute coherently to the zero-range 
form factor.
The generalisation of (4.3.40) to states .with more than 
two valence orbits and more than two valence particles is 
quite simple *
= Z  6 ~  ?i,7f5„s0 , «'•'•«)
m  < n.
where the sum over m,n runs over valence orbitals with
m vn
( a )
m  > vri
(b)
( O
U )
p
(e)
Fig. 4.2 Contributions to overlap (4.3.39)
a. Zeroth-order
b. Firstorder 2p excitation
c. First-order 2p-2h
d. Second-order 2p-2h
e. First-order lp
n
(see ref. [32])
spectroscopic amplitudes, B^ Jg, and <f>^g is given by (4.3.40). 
Further one-particle excitation terms, such as given by Fig.
( *) A 9 ^
4.2e, have been neglected as they are hopefully small^ 9 .
The DWBA amplitude calculated with the overlap (4.3.41)
is
(4.3.42)
O’/i') ^  I v  | C / t  / / )  T  >  ^  h  i i  /fl1 "J
' <r ' ~TTTT~, ✓ T T  ‘ A8LST*T i »
where the sum over j1? j {  runs over valence orbitals and 
that over j2, runs over all other orbitals. If we assume 
that the factorisation (4.1.1) still works reasonably well 
in the extended space then we can write (4.3.42) in the form
^A8LSTML( ^ ~ T 6 A8(}lj , ' ; r )V ' ( ) , j , '^ ) fAeLS7ML(0) ,  (4.3.43)
Si?) I
where D1 are given by
v ' O  =
- Vhu iz—   r *
/ W *  I £h  + I
The DWBA cross-sections can still be written in the form 
(4.1.2,3) provided the D-factors are replaced by the D’.
The enhancement factors defined by (4.1.4) are then
(4.3.44)
£ ( 7 ) x  l J  . (4.3.45)
M j, i^ ( l 'X )  1
These will satisfy the sum rules derived in section 4.1, 
again provided the D-factors are replaced by D '.
This is the justification for the use of the HSE ansatz:
it gives cross-sections with the correct angular form and
the effect of excited configurations can be taken into
account by a renormalisation procedure. This is similar
to the concept of effective charge used in describing EM 
(34)transitions, J .
No calculations have been made so far of the renormali­
sation (4.3.44) using a realistic interaction. It is thus 
not clear how strongly it depends on the configuration j 1 ji' • 
However, it is known to be strongly dependent on j(^2,60)^ 
Brown has calculated the effect of sd-fp-g9/2 configu­
rations on an ( f 7/ z ) 2 transfer, using a delta-function inter­
action. He found very good agreement between the J-depen- 
dence of his enhancements and that of the empirical norma­
lisation for the 54Fe(p,t)52Fe reaction.
However, it should be noted that the HSE ansatz may not 
work in all situations. Calculations by Vallieres et a l . ^ ^  
indicate that it may not provide a good description of weakly 
bound systems, such as would be encountered in two-proton 
or neutron-proton transfer. These calculations indicate 
that the asymptotic form of the HSE form factor does not 
agree with that given by-the EBSM.
Finally, brief mention should be made of two effects which 
have been neglected so far. The first is the fact that the 
proper treatment of antisymmetrisation results in the re­
placement of UB(-,(x) in (4.3.4) and (4.3.16) by a non-local 
potential. This is the Perey effect and it increases
the overlap at and beyond the nuclear surface.
The other effect is the neglect of centre-of-mass motion. 
Pinkston^^ has investigated this and found it to be ne­
gligible for one-nucleon transfer.. However, for two- 
nucleon transfer the situation is still not clear.
4.4 Multistep processes
The other main problem in the description of two-nucleon 
transfer is the question of the importance of multistep 
processes. In particular there is a continuing debate 
about the need to include the sequential transfer (p,d)(d,t) 
in the description of (p,t) reactions.
Ideally, one would like to see a full coupled reaction 
channels (CRC) calculation done to resolve this. However, 
this is not yet possible for two-nucleon transfer and so 
such processes can only be treated approximately. The 
multistep processes can be divided into two types. These 
are treated differently and have different implications as 
far as the application of sum rules is concerned.
One type of process is inelastic excitation in the in- and
outgoing channels. This is especially important for rota- 
. (2 )tional nuclei^ and can also be important for certain states 
of vibrational n u c l e i . These transitions are treated 
by the coupled-channel Born approximation^2-^ (CCBA) which 
includes inelastic processes to all orders but the transfer 
to only first order. The DWBA amplitude is replaced by
r = < * r M # r > ,  (4.4.D
where the x's are now solutions of CRC equations involving 
excited nuclear states, coupled strongly to the ground state 
by the interaction between the projectile and nucleus. The 
cross-section thus contains a coherent sum of transfer 
amplitudes between different initial and final nuclear states. 
This s;um contains the spectroscopic amplitudes for the 
various initial and final states and so the sum rules of 
section 4.1 cannot be applied.
More important is the possibility of significant contri­
butions from sequential transfer processes. These are 
treated by second-order DWBA which is equivalent to the 
solution obtained by iterating the CRC equations twice^^.
There are various problems with this. For a start the 
iterative procedure need not converge quickly and may not 
converge at all sometimes. This will happen if there is 
strong coupling between the channels and if it is the case 
then second-order DWBA does not provide a valid approximation 
to CRC (and neither does ordinary DWBA) . Then there is the 
problem of "overcounting" . This arises because the 
intermediate channels are not, in general, orthogonal to 
eachother. In a full CRC,calculation this would not be a 
problem but in second-order DWBA it means that contributions 
from some intermediate states are included more than once.
This could result in overestimation of the two-step amplitude. 
There are also problems with the choice of distorting poten­
tials for the intermediate c h a n n e l s . The standard 
optical potentials are normally used. However, these are
phenomenological potentials and so may include some of the 
effects of the high order terms of CRC. Thus they may 
differ significantly from the potentials used in CRC. Until 
a full CRC calculation is done, it is not clear what are the 
best potentials to use in the intermediate channels.
The second-order transition matrix element for the
reaction A+a .+ B+b discussed in section 1.2 can be written 
(46, 57)
T = TDW + TTWO ’ (4.4.2)
where T ^  is the ordinary first-order DWBA matrix element and
T^o  is the matrix element for sequential transfer. If the
prior form is used for all interactions, T™^ consists ofl wu
two terms:
TTWO = TW  + TN0 * (4.4.3)
Denoting the intermediate channel by D+d, where D = A+n^ 
and d = b+n2, and using channel coordinates similar to those 
in Fig. 1.1, the interaction terms is
(4.4.4)
f a  <trh d rJ  * & )  <  e. t; \ d ,J; r>>
Dot
where the factor 2 appears if the two nucleons are treated 
as being identical. The intermediate-channel propagator
appearing in this expression is
~  ; - 0 >  . (4.4.5)
If we denote the energies of the clusters D,d by E^, 
respectively, then this can be written
i ' j t a  rJ)- - r — — 1------   , <4-‘ -6)
where is the kinetic energy operator corresponding to 
the channel coordinate r^ and is the interaction between 
clusters D,d.
The non-orthogonality (NO) term is
* f a  ^  ^  X  * ,y ; -a | M ; r*<>
* ;rj|A,a;ra> %?}(r«) .
Early workers did not treat the change between post and
prior forms correctly and so did not include this term. 
However, as Kunz and Rost^^ have demonstrated, it is 
important to include this term as it tends to cancel the 
first-order DWBA*term. In fact, if a complete set of inter­
mediate states D,d is included the NO term will completely 
cancel the DWBA term.
Using (1.2.3) we can write the single-particle form 
factors in the form
O -0«]*< 0 j ; r S / V M , «; r«> = <  f-v),
(4.4.8)
where r . and r j are linear combinations of r) and r .—niA —nid —d —a
The form factor for the transfer of n2 is similar, but in­
volves the coordinate r ~ and r u, linear combinations of—n2D —n2 b7
r^ and r .^ The NO overlap in (4.4.7) can be written
[&-!)*]z<D,o< ; o { A , a . ; r«> - <fi*D (rAlA) . (4.4.9)
With these expressions we can write the two-step transfer 
matrix elements as
~ ^ V 'p~cl  ^ b d  J c j l '
y 0peO*t*)fyd(-*ii>) (*d;c*) (4.4.10)
x (&,*) vda fa,d) (r«) ,
T » o  ' f b d  Z t «  f  d c b J - C j % ? * ( r j
* M  f a , A )  ^  ( f n, d )  %  f ) ( r a )  . (4.4.11)
These matrix elements involve the one-particle overlaps
Hence the cross-section calculated from (4.4.2) will 
include a coherent sum over terms with two-nucleon spectros­
copic amplitudes and terms with one-nucleon amplitudes.
This would seem to preclude the possibility of applying 
the sum rules. However, as I now wish to show, this is not 
necessarily the case.
The situation I.wish to look at is one where the range of 
energies of the intermediate nuclear states (the E^'s) is 
small compared with the intermediate-channel energy,
Ed = E - ED - ed . (4.4.12)
In this case the internal motion of the intermediate nucleus 
can be treated adiabatically and we can replace Ed in the 
propagator (4.4.6) by some average value. If we further 
neglect the dependence of the channel interaction U^d on the 
state of the nucleus D, then we can write
^  ( o  ; Z i )  ~  Cr(j. ( r j  ; r j )  f (4.4.13)
where G ^ ,  defined by 
C*) I
( r j  (&}&)■'* ■ g r + _ ^  > ( 4 . 4 . 1 4 )
does not depend on the state D.
The states reached by one-nucleon transfer typically 
have excitation energies between 0 and 2-3 MeV while the 
channel energies are typically of order 20-30 MeV. The 
adiabatic approximation thus seems reasonable. Even so, 
one has to be careful: the relative phase of the one- 
and two-step amplitudes can be very sensitive to the inter­
mediate channel e n e r g y . However, this seems to happen 
only in restricted angular regions and not to affect the 
overall shape of the cross-section.
With the approximation (4.4.13), the only appearance of D
in (4.4.10) is the one in the sum
-*
P
This can be related to the two-particle overlap <f>^B by a 
generalisation of (4.3.11) to include centre-of-mass effects. 
By inserting a complete set of (B-l) particle states, ^ , 
into the definition of the two-particle overlap (1.2.4), we 
obtain
0 A e ( r * A ' c )  ~  7 c4-4
where x = nj+n2 and r is the relative coordinate of the two
transferred nucleons. Both r ^ and r can be expressed as
linear combinations of r . and r and so as combinations—n iA —n2D’
—a’ —b’ —d anc^  —d'
Using (4.4.13) and (4.4.15), Tyy can be written in the 
form
tw  - n ' t  f t J  M  % T ( ^ )  C 4 * 4
d y
*0*6 (-** .r ) K j ( r j .
Because T^q does not contain any dependence on E^, (4.4.15) 
can be used directly in (4.4.11) without approximation:
- - J 2  p r a d r h J c j i  j r j  (4.4
* (r.) .
By using the analogous relation to (4.4.15) for the overlaps 
between projectile states, we can write
y? ri>wfetfc)0.uCSi,.Oss■p»«Cr,fc,r) . (4.4.11
d
Hence, after changing the variables of integration in (4.4*17) 
we have
TN0 "TDW ’ (4.4.19)
provided the sum in (4.4.11) runs over a complete set of 
intermediate channels, D,d . This reproduces the result of 
Kunz and R o s t . In practice the sum over d is severely 
restricted, often to a single term, and so the cancellation 
between T^q and is not exact.
With all the terms in (4.4.2) now containing the overlap 
<f>^g only, the cross-section can again be written in the
form
T C I  •‘ 5 - - . .  I . C4...205
where the are the transfer amplitudes, including
two-step processes, calculated for a pure two-particle 
configuration aJ. Hopefully the factorisation (4.1.1) will 
still hold for these amplitudes. If this is so, the sum 
rules of section 4.1 can still be applied, with the D-factors 
and configuration independent cross-sect ions now provided 
by a second-order DWBA calculation.
The use of polarised beams in two-nucleon transfer expe­
riments is providing increasing evidence for the importance
i (56,99,100,102) . .of sequential transferv 9 9 9 . The most convincing
evidence so far is that of Kunori et al.^^. They looked
at the (p,t) ground-state transitions on the N=52 isotones
92Zr and 9l|Mo. They found that around 0  ^ 20°, the analysing 
power for the reaction on 92Zr had a negative dip, whereas 
that for 9l*M0 had a positive peak. Both cases are in dis­
agreement with zero-range first-order DWBA calculations but 
are well fitted by calculations including the (p,d)(d,t) 
process.
Kunori et al. suspected that the dramatic difference between 
the two reactions was due to the interference between one- and 
two-step processes depending strongly on the deutcron-channel 
energy. To check this they repeated the calculation for 92Zr 
(p, t) ^  9 0 Zr (g. s.) artificially replacing the Q-value for 92Zr 
(p,d) 91Zr(g.s.) with that for 94Mo)p,d)93Mo(q.s.). The 
analysing power given by this calculation had a positive peak.
As a further check, they repeated the reaction 92Zr(p,t)90Zr 
(g.s.), varying the incident proton energy from 20.1 to 22.5 
MeV. The deep negative dip observed around 0 ~ 20° at E^ >
21.5 MeV disappeared for E^ <21.0 MeV and was replaced by a 
positive peak. The two-step calculation of Kunori et al. was 
able to reproduce this behaviour. .
Before this is accepted as conclusive evidence for the 
importance of sequential transfer various problems need to be 
resolved. As mentioned before, a full CRC calculation will 
have to be done to check the validity of second-order DWBA.
Then there is the fact that most calculations use only bound 
states of the projectile in the intermediate channel 9 ^  .
However, the deuteron is a weakly bound system and the inclusion 
of deuteron breakup channels is known to be important in 
other reactions . It is therefore likely that if the (p,d)
(d,t) process is important, then so is the process (p,d*)
A £urther limitation on the two-step calculations mentioned
above is• the use of zero-range from factors for
one- and two-nucleon transfer and simple triton and nuclear
(45 V
wavefunctions. Calculations by Hashimoto • J indicate that 
finite-range effects can be important but so far no work has 
been done using a realistic triton wavefunction. It should 
be noted that the interference effect described above occurs 
in an angular region where the S' component of the triton is 
likely to make a significant contribution. Second-order 
DWBA calculations still underestimate the magnitude of cross- 
sections by a factor of about 2. This indicates the need to 
include the configuration mixing described in section 4.3.
No calculations have yet been done on the effect of configu­
ration mixing two-step processes.
In spite of these problems it seems probable that sequen­
tial transfer does play an important role in two-nucleon 
transfer reactions. However, it should still be possible 
to apply the sum rules, provided that second-order DWBA is 
a good approximation.
5. SUM-RULE ANALYSES OF TWO-NUCLEON TRANSFER DATA
"The question of whether human thinking 
can pretend to objective truth is not a 
theoretical but a practical question.
Man must, prove the truth, i.e. the 
reality and power, the 'this-sidedness1 
of his thinking in practice."
Karl Marx
5.1 L=0 transfer on even zirconium isotopes
So far all the results presented have been purely formal.
In this chapter I wish to show how the sum rules can be 
applied to experimental data and examine how well the sum 
rules are fitted by the data. .
Most of the available data on two-nucleon transfer are 
for spin-0 nuclei. In principle, only the Bayman-Clement 
sum rule (4.1.6) can be applied to these data. However, much 
of the data are on nuclei for which collective rotational or 
vibrational excitations are important. As indicated in 
section 4.4, inelastic excitation makes it impossible to apply 
the sum rules to transfer on such nuclei . This leaves 
nuclei close to closed shells as the best candidates for sum 
rule analysis.
The only previous analysis of this type was carried out 
by Lanford^0  ^ for two-neutron transfer on even lead isotopes. 
He found that the data satisfied the Bayman-Clement sum rule 
quite well. However, he neglected the Q-dependence of the 
cross-sections and he did not give details of how well he
found the factorisation (4.1.1) to be satisfied.
Good data are also available for both (p,t)^ and (t,p)^^ 
reactions on the even zirconium isotopes. Since 90Zr corres­
ponds to the N =50 neutron shell closure, inelastic effects 
are unlikely to be imporatnt for these nuclei. The data are 
thus suitable for sum-rule analysis.
The DWBA analysis was done using form factors calculated 
by the method of Strayer et al.^^, described in section 4.2. 
The finite-range single particle transfer code LOLA 2 was then 
used to carry out the six-dimensional integration in (1.2.11). 
Since the factorisation (4.1.1) had not previously been tested 
for a finite-range analysis using a realistic triton wave- 
function, the calculation was repeated for each transition 
with all possible pure configurations from the s-d-g7/2~hn/2 
shell. As this is very time-consuming, only the L=0 trans­
fers were studied.
The final states reached by the L = 0 transfers are listed 
in Table 5.2. The columns headed (t,p) give the Q-values 
and enhancement factors, (4.1.4.), for the (t,p) transfers 
to the states observed by Flynn et al.^^. Similarly, the 
columns headed (p,t) give these quantities for the states 
observed in (p,t) reactions by Ball et al. ^ .
For each transition 2d5/2, 3s|, 2d3/2, lg% and lhn /2 wave- 
functions were calculated using the HSE ansatz. These were 
obtained by varying the depth of a Woods-Saxon well until 
it gave a solution with the required number of nodes and
1UCS
angular momentum, at half the relevant two-neutron separation 
energy. A form factor was then calculated for each (jl)j_Q 
configuration and this was used to obtain (t,p) and/or (p,t) 
cross-sections. The optical potentials used in these calcu­
lations are given in Table 5.1.
The results of these calculations for 9°Zr(t,p)92Zr(Og) 
and 92Zr(p,t)90Zr(Og) are displayed in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, 
respectively. It can be seen that the configuration-indepen- 
dence of the angular form does not hold over the full angular 
range. However, it is possible to extract consistent D-factors 
from the restricted ranges 35° - 47.5° and 15°-27.5° for 
the (t,p) and (p,t) reactions, respectively. The configuration- 
independent cross-section chosen was the average of the cross- 
section calculated for the five configurations used. This 
was then divided into the cross-section for each configuration 
to obtain D2(jIj1;0). The results are shown in Table 5.4; 
the values for each transition are averages for six points 
over the angular ranges above. With this definition we have
I D2 (jlj1;0) = 5 . (5.1.1)
jl
For the s and d configurations the value for the D-factors 
are consistent within ~5.$ while for the g and h they are with­
in -12-|. The values which will be used are t-he averages over 
all transitions.
The enhancement factors, • (4.1.4) , were obtained by taking 
the ratios of experimental cross-sections to configuration- 
independent cross-sections, using only points in the restric-
ted angular ranges. These are the values given in Table 5.2.
To allow for errors in the absolute normalisation of the
DWBA cross-sections, a renormalisation procedure was employed.
('2 5')This is similar to.that of Clement and Perez^ J , described 
in section 2.1. For two-nucleon transfer, this procedure 
also takes account of the enhancement due to configuration 
mixing, provided this effect is not strongly configuration- 
dependent. With this renormalisation, (4.1.6) becomes
(5.1.2)
Following Lanford^^ , the sum rule for the closed-shell 
nucleus (in this case 90Zr) is used to obtain n . Using 
the enhancement factors from Table 5.2, this sum rule is
n+ (1.67 + 0.077) =5.
+
This gives a value of 2.83 for n ,
The other renormalisation constant, n”, can be calculated 
by using the fact that the enhancement factors for the ground 
state transitions should satisfy
n * 6 [/4(-#,p>/U2] = n ~ e [A * ‘2-(p,i)A'\ . (s.i.3)
The values of n+/n obtained are shown in Table 5.5. These 
display a variation of - 141 about their average value which 
is worrying. Using the average value, we obtain a value of
1.025 for n
The final pieces of information needed to apply (5.1.2) are 
the single-particle occupancies of the neutron levels. The 
occupancies used are shown in Table 5.3. 90Zr is assumed to 
be a closed shell with no neutrons in sd-g^-h1 V2 levels.
The occupancies for 92Zr and 94Zr were taken from refs. [63, 
68], normalised to 2 and 4 respectively. In the absence of 
good data on 96Zr, the values in Table 5.3 were used. These 
are assumed to be reasonable, given the trend of the occupan­
cies in 9 2,9 4Zr.
Table 5.6 gives the total two-neutron stripping and pick­
up strengths for the Zr isotopes. It also gives the values 
of the left- and right-hand sides of the sum rule (5.1.2). 
Errors of ± .10$ were assumed for the enhancement factors and 
single-particle occupancies. ‘The proportionally large errors 
on the values for the l.h.s. result from the cancellation 
between the stripping and pickup terms. For 92Zr and 96Zr the 
agreement between the 1 h.s. and r.h.s. is very good. How­
ever for 9l+Zr the agreement is much poorer, the values lying 
close to the limits of the uncertainties in the data. The 
best we can say is that the data is not inconsistent with 
the sum rules.
One possible shortcoming of this sum rule application is 
that higher-energy 0 states may have been missed. Since 
the work of Flynn'et al.^9 ,^ other studies^0,^  have 
indicated the presence of further 0 states reached by 90Zr 
(t,p)92Zr. There could well be similar states in 9U>96,98Zr.
Another problem is the poor agreement between the angular 
form of the DWBA cross-sections and that of the experimental 
cross-sections (see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). One possible reason 
for this could be a poor choice of optical potentials. To 
test this some of the calculations were repeated using 
different potentials. It was found that altering the triton 
potential had very little effect. The effect of changing the 
proton potential was larger but it did not improve the agree­
ment. As an example, the results of a (t,p) calculation, 
using the Becchetti-Greenlees potential are shown in
Fig. 5.5. The effect on the peaks in the cross-section is 
relatively small. However, the peculiar behaviour between 
12° and 35° is even less like the experimental cross-sections.
While it is possible that a proton potential can be found
which will improve the agreement between the cross-sections,
a more likely explanation is the neglect of the two-step
processes. Inclusion of these processes in other calculations
f44_46V
has been found to improve agreement with experiment^ .
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Level
Excitation
energy
(MeV)
(t,P)^ 
Q(MeV) .e
^  ^  (a) 
Q(MeV) e
90Zr(Og) 0.0 • -7.352 5.25
92Zr(Og) 0.0 7.352 1.69 -6.466 7.50
92Zr(o|) 1.390 5.962 0.077 -7.856 0.189
"Zr (O9) 0.0 6.466 3.15 -5.824 6.80
"Zr(0t) 1.304 5.166 0.121 -7.124 0.440
96Zr(Og) 0.0 5.824 2.43
96Zr(Op 1.594 4.2 30 0.738
9 8 + 
Zr(O9) 0.0 5.238 3.14
Table 5.2 J = 0+ levels observed in even Zr isotopes^ 9
fa) ’ -See text for explanation
2d % 3sl ■2d% l h 1 V2
90Zr 0 0 0 0 0
9 2 Z r (a) 1.65 0.088 0.14 0.122 0
^ Z r (b) 2.81 'jQ.31 0.35 0..52 0
9 6 Z r (c) 4.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0
Table 5.3 Neutron single-particle occupancies for Zr 
ground states. 'All are normalised to A-90
(-a-) Ref. [68]
Ref. [63] 
See text
Ki
Transition
D2(jlji;0)
(jl)=d5/2 s I d3/2 g %  hn/2
9 °Zr(t ,p) 9?t(O90 1.750 1.223 1.167 0.340 0.520
Cot) 1. 729 1.201 1.152 0.365 0.552
92Zr(t,.p) s^ZrC'OsD 1.722 1.213 1.148 0.363 0.554
Cot) 1.702 1.203 1.134 0.382 0.579
91f-Zr(t,p) 9 6Zr(O9) 1.698 1.222 1.132 0.376 0.572
Cot) 1.678 1.221 1.118 0.392 0.591
96Zr(t,p) 98Zr(Og) 1.675 1.241 1.116 0.395 0.572
92Zr(p,t) 90Zr(Og) 1.656 1.24 7 1.104 0.405 0.560
91*Zr(p,t) 92Zr (Og) 1.626 1.250 1.084 0.438 0.600
Cot) 1.633 1.260 1.089 0.435 0.583
96Zr(p,t) "zr(Og) 1.607 1.225 1.071 0.465 0.631
" Cot) 1.614 1.231 1.076 0.462 0.617
Average 1.689 1.230 1.116 0.402 0.578
Table 5.4 D-factors extracted from DWBA calculations 
for two-neutron transfer on Zr isotopes
Transition 9 o Zr —  92Zr 92Zr -—  94Zr 9 ^ Zr —  9 6 Zr Average
n+/n” 3. H 2.38 2.80 2.76
Table 5.5 Values of n+/n’" calculated from enhancement 
factors for the (t,p) and (p,t) ground state 
transitions
Target . 
nucleus n Ye (0) L rn^ . n
n 7e fO L ar n
L.H.S. R.H.S.
9 0 Z r (a) 5.0 0.0 5.0 5.0
92Zr 9.26 t  0.9 S.38 t 0.5 3.88 i 1.4 3.87 i 0.12
9l+Zr 8.94 ±0.9 7.88 ! 0.8 1.06 t 1.7 2.79 1 0.22
96Zr 8.89 - 0.9 7.42 ± 0.8 1.47 i  1.7 1.75 i 0.32
Table 5.6 Total two-neutron stripping and pickup 
strengths and values of the L.H.S. and 
R.H.S. of (5.1.2)
r & iUsed to determine the absolute normalisation
%\
7060lo 3020o
Fig. 5.1 DWBA cross-sections for 90Zr(t,p)92Zr(Og)
at =20 MeV, using pure configurations
:-----  : (d5/2)2 — X— X— X : cg%) 2 X 0.1
— . — . : (si)2 x 0.1... ...... : (hH/2)2
  : (d3/2)2>
Fig. 5.2 DWBA cross-sections for 92Zr(p,t)9°Zr(Og) 
at Ep =38 MeV, using pure configurations
Notation as Fig. 5.1
\ ‘
"f*
0*01
70300 (0 20
Fig. 5.3 Fit of configuration-independent DWBA cross- 
section to data for 90Zr(t,p)92Z r ( O g ) ^ '
+ : experimental points
70So10 700
Fig. 5.4 Fit of configuration-independent DWBA cross- 
section to data for 92Zr(p,t) 9°Zr (Og)
\ -
704010 200
Fig. 5.5 DWBA cross-sections for 90Zr(t,p)92Zr(O9); 
Becchetti-Greelees*-10-1 proton potential
—  = (s])2 
— : Ch1 V2) 2
5.2 Preliminary application to data on odd-mass nuclei
Recently good data for two-nucleon transfer on odd-mass
r 70 52")nuclei has started to become available \ * J . In this
section I make a preliminary application of the multipole- 
moment sum rules,(4.1.7), to this data.
To apply these sum rules, we do not.have to calculate the 
values of the D-factors: all we need is the assumption that 
the factorisation (4.1.1) can be made. Provided the incident 
energy is high enough, we can further assume that the In­
dependence of the cross-section is small. In this case we
can apply the sum rules without doing any DWBA calculations
at all.
We can then define relative spectroscopic strengths by
Cr~ ( t , )  -  2T Stt* (5.2.1)
Oi 1
where 0arj. is some measure of the experimental cross-sections.
Some authors quote the maximum observed cross-section while
others give the summed cross-sections over some angular range.
Either of these can be used for the a T . I f  more than onearJ i
angular momentum contributes to a transition then some
estimate has to be made of the contributions from each Jj.
With the above assumptions, the Gj can be related to the
j »
lighted sums of multipole moments, M T , defined by (4.1.9).
1
These sum rules, which can be obtained from (4.1.7), are
(5.2.2)
By using the orthogonality of the 6-J symboles, we can also
If only the J'=0 moment is large, this sum rule is proportioned 
to 2J+1.
for 89Y(p,t)87Y. Like 90Zr, 89Y is an N = 50 nucleus and so 
should have a closed neutron shell. This means that all 
J’ 7^ 0 moments should be extremely small. Also has spin- 
parity and so the only possible moments are 0 and 1.
Even if coupling between the odd proton and the n.eutrons were 
to significantly break the closed shell approximation, it is 
unlikely to produce a large J 1=1 moment. We thus expect the 
proportionality of (5.2.3) to 2J+1 to hold very well for this 
nucleus. Since.Jr = \ only one angular momentum can contribute 
to each transition and there is no problem of extracting the 
contributions from different values of J1# All this makes 
89Y(p,t)87Y a very good test of the approximations made in 
applying the sum rules.
write this as
\ i  + T  (-0
T + T ' 4 T , + T r
(5.2.3)
The first data I want to look at is that Oelrich et al.
The states reached by L =2 transfer in this reaction are 
listed in Table 5.7. The spins of only two states are un­
known, and both of these states have very small cross-sect­
ions. The values of Gj(2) are given in Table 5.8, along with 
the 2J+1 predictions. The agreement is very good: within 
3%. This indicates the assumptions made are working very 
well, in spite of configuration mixing and multistep pro­
cesses .
Good data on the reaction 65Cu(p,t)63Cu has just become 
a v a i l a b l e . 65Cu is an odd proton, even-neutron nucleus
2 9 C64 gg')
and theoretical wavefunctions* V J indicate that it has 
the structure discussed in section 3.2. The pickup spectros­
copic strengths should thus be dominated by the J ’=0,2 
moments. There is no J ’=4 moment because Jr = 3/2 .
Tables 5.9 and 5.10 list the 63Cu states reached by L =2 
and L = 4 pickup respectively. Where more than one L-value 
contributes the relevant contribution has been estimated by 
comparisons with the cross-sections of pure-L transitions.
The spins of most of the higher energy states are not 
known with certainty. The multipole moments were thus 
calculated, assuming various spin assignments for these 
states. The assignments assumed are listed in the columns Ai 
etc.
The relative spectroscopic strengths for the different 
spin assignments‘are given in Tables 5.11 and 5.12. These 
have small (<3(H) but significant differences from 2J+1 
behaviour. The multipole moments, calculated using (5.2.2),
are given in Tables 5.13 and 5.14. In spite of the uncer­
tainty in the spin assignments the J’=2 moment is always 
larger than those for odd J’. In fact it is likely to be 
considerably larger than the odd moments. Again the agree­
ment with sum rule predictions is good.
Finally, for comparison, I look at data on 3 3S (p, t) 3 *S .
Since 33S is an odd-neutron nucleus, there are no simple 
16
predictions about the multipole moments. However, both 
even and odd moments are likely to be large. Table 5.15 
lists the final states observed for L=2 transfers. The re­
lative . strengths and multipole moments are given in Tables 
5.16 and 5.17 respectively. All the moments are indeed 
large. The reason for this seems to be the very large 
strength for the transition to the J-+ ground state of 31S.
E 0 J
793 1.3 5/2
980 8.4 3/2
1177 , 16.5 3/z
1205 37.0 %
1609 0.85 3/2 (a)
1719 1.5 5/2 (a)
1814 3.1 54
2095 1.5 %
Table 5.7 States reached by L = 2 transfer in 
89Y(p,t) 8 71)
r 3- *)k 'Spin assignment assumed in applying 
the sum rule
G j (2)
J = % %
Expt. 0.388 0.612
JV= 0
predication 0.4 0.6
Table 5.8 Relative spectroscopic strengths 
for L = 2 89Y(p,t)87Y .
E 0
known ^ Ai
J77
A2 ^3 A*
0.6 7 16.4' 1 ”2
0.96 43.5 v i
1.33 103 Vz
1.41. 9,9 Vz
1.55 5.9(b) 3/ {
1.86 10.8(c) Vz
2.01 15.2 V I
2.06 15.1 1 “2
2.08 8 (c) V I
2.41 1.5 V I
2.51 15 (d) ciT,%") % 12 Vz 72
2.79 4.5(b) (% -)
2.82 6.5 (72772-). Vz k Vz 7/2
2.99 7.1 12 Vz Vz 5/2
3.04 11.6 {V I, Vz ) Vz Vz Vz Vz
3.11 2.6 c r, 72") 12 12 12 12
3.14 2.9 5/2 % 12 12
3.44 5.0(b)
3.58 12 (b) .(%")
Table 5.9 St‘ates reached by L = 2 transfer in 65Cu(p,t)63Cu 
cu.C52.
(a)Refs. 152,3 ]
^  From L = 0+2 mixture 
(c)v JFrom L =2+4 mixture
^•^From multiplet involving L = 0+2 + 3
(52)
E a fa')
knownv Ai A2
2.08 4 ^
2.21 11.0 v i
2. 34 21.0 %•
2.54 21.4 Vz
2.68 53.8 l Vz~
I 1 I. j
2.85 5.0 % ■ 7/2
2.88 6.5 % Vz
3.19 10.6 '* % u /z
3.21 14.7 Vz ■%
3.23 6.2 Vz %
3.26 21.0 n /2 Vz
Table 5.10 States reached by L =4 transfer in 
65Cu(p,t) 63C u ^ ^
^Refs. [52,3]
^k^From L =2+4 mixture
Spin
assignment
C- (2)
J= I  %  %  1h
Ai 0.139 0.194 0.217 0.450
a 2 0.166 0.154 0.246 0.435
A3 • 0.125 0.194 0.270 0.411
Ait 0.125 0.194 0.2 31 0.450
Table 5.11 Relative spectroscopic strengths for L 
6 5Cu(p,t)6 3Cu
Spin
assignment
<5 (4)
J ~ . 5/2 %  9/2 1 V2
Ai 0.203 0.186 0.184 0.427
a 2 0.178 0.235 0.220 0.368
Table 5,12 As Table 5.11 but for L = 4
Spin
assignment
(sJ1+1)2
M°2 '
J’ = 1 2 3
. A 1 -0.012 0.211 0.009
A'2 0.009 ' 0.213 0.145
a 3 0.017 0.092 0.029
a 4 -0.033 0.165 -0.004
Table 5.13 Two-neutron multipole moments for L = 2 
pickup on 6 5Cu
Spin
assignment (2J,+D ^
J1 = 1 2 3
V -0.078 0.255 -0.026
A, -0.009 0.106 -0.076
Table 5.14 As Table 5.13 but for L - 4
E o J77
0.0 200 1 +2
2.2 3 40 % +
3.08 2.5 1 + 2
3.28 75 5/i
3.35 50 v i
3.44 28 v i
4.08 27 vi
4.20 2.5 vi
4.58 60 v i
. 4.72 25 v i
Table 5.15 States reached by L =2 transfer 
in 33s(p)t)3isC70).
G3
3 „
(2)
5 ' 7
j = i 2 2 2
0.397 0.060 0.328 . 0.216
T ’
czj'+U’ Hor
J* = 1 2 3
0.540 0.420 0.773
Table 5.16 Relative spectroscopic 
strengths for L =2 33S(p,t)31S
Table 5.17 Two-neutron 
multipole moments for 
L = 2 pickup on 33S
6 . Discussion and Conclusions
"What was he to make of it? There was nothing 
else but to go down to the harbour in the 
morining and look at the ships. For the rest 
of the evening ... he read the comic strip 
serial in his back issues of International 
Times. Maybe it would add up to something, 
after all.M
Michael Moorcock: The Lives and Times 
of Jerry Cornelius
‘ The notation used in this work makes it possible to derive
general spectroscopic sum rules within the framework of
second quantisation. In Chapter 2 Clement’s single-particle 
( '21 ')
sum rulesv J were rederived using this method. By working 
in a momentum-space representation, Clement's centre-of-mass 
corrections to these sum rules were also obtained.
This method also makes it possible to estimate the un­
observable sum-rule strength from high-energy continuum states. 
If the nucleon-nucleon potential has an infinite core, then 
the normal sum rule derivation breaks down. The correlations 
between the nucleons mean that states appearing in the 
stripping term span a larger space than that of the nuclear 
eigenstates. By inserting a correlation operator into the 
sum rule derivation, the contribution from the unphysical 
states can be removed. In the more physical case of a 
strongly repulsive, but not infinite core, this strength 
appears in high-energy states in the continuum. This 
continuum contribution can be estimated by using a correla­
tion operator as in the hard-core case. The estimates 
indicate that the correction is -5-V of the total sum rule.
Importantly, this strength is basically spin-independent 
and so does not affect fits to the partial sum rules.
The second-quantised method can also be used to derive sum 
rules relating spectroscopic amplitudes for any number of 
nucleons. However, sum rules for three or more nucleon 
transfer are unlikely to have many practical applications.
The sum rules described here extend the result of Bayman and 
Clement^ to cover two-nucleon transfer on nuclei of any 
spin and transfer of two non-identical nucleons. These sum 
rules relate sums of two-particle spectroscopic amplitudes 
for stripping and pickup but also include sums of single- 
particle amplitudes. The centre-of-mass corrections to these 
sum rules have also been obtained. The sum rules for trans­
fer on odd-mass nuclei are analogous to Clementes partial 
sum rules for one-nucleon transfer and fits to these sum 
rules could be used to check for missing strength and test 
the assumptions made in applying the sum rules. However, 
at present the only suitable data is on even-mass nuclei.
For these nuclei we have only the Bayman-Clement sum rule 
which imposes less stringent conditions on the data.
Another important kind of sum rule is that which relates 
sums of spectroscopic amplitudes to nuclear multipole moments. 
Clement and Perez^*^ have shown the usefulness of this type 
of sum rule for one-nucleon transfer. The equivalent sum 
rules for two-nucleon transfer derived here are also likely 
to be very useful. They provide information on the two- 
particle properties of nuclei which cannot otherwise be 
obtained. As in the one-nucleon case, for the even type of
nucleon in an odd-mass-nucleus, only the J = 0 and 2 multi- 
pole moments are expected to be large. This prediction
('13'j
has been checked^ J by calculations using a theoretical 
wavefunction of lf5Sc^^^.
The application of sum rules to two-nucleon transfer 
data is more difficult than in the one-nucleon case. This 
is because a number of two-nucleon configurations can all 
contribute coherently to the reaction cross-section, making 
it impossible to disentangle the nuclear structure and reaction 
parts of the cross-section. To be able to apply the sum 
rules, we have to make certain assumptions. The assumptions 
usually used^ ^,(^ are: the overlap functions are dominated 
by configurations from one major shell; the reaction mechanism 
for two-nucleon transfer is adequately described by one-step 
DWBA; the reaction amplitudes factorise as described in 
section 4.1. With this set of assumptions a two-nucleon 
transfer cross-section can be written as a product of a 
configuration-independent angular form and an "enhancement 
factor”. This enhancement factor consists of a sum of spectros 
copic amplitudes, weighted by coefficients given by the 
reaction theory. By taking a similar weighted combination 
of the sum rules for spectroscopic amplitudes, sum rules are 
obtained for the enhancement factors. These*are sum rules 
which can be applied to experimental data.
However, the assumption about the overlap function is 
now known to be unrealistic and serious doubts, have been 
cast on the use of one-step DWBA for two-nucleon transfer.
All the same, as I have shown in Chapter 4, this need not
prevent application of the sum rules,provided that the same 
factorisation of the reaction amplitudes can be made. Con­
tributions from a large number of configurations are known 
to have an important effect on the behaviour of two-nucleon 
overlap functions at and beyond the nuclear surface(49)^
However, apart from those from one major shell, these con­
tributions are individually small. It thus makes sense to 
treat these contributions perturbationally. If only the 
first-order terms are kept, the effect of the extra con­
figurations Can be treated as a renormalisation of the
r-zo')
reaction theory^ .
It now seems likely that multistep processes are important 
in the description of two-nucleon transfer. Although one 
cannot be certain until a full-coupled calculation is performed, 
there is growing evidence for the importance of the sequential 
transfer p r o c e s s 2 > 56). proyided that the two-step DWBA is 
a good approximation, it should still be possible to apply 
the sum rules using the adiabatic approximation described in 
section 4.4 Although a lot of work remains to be done on this 
adiabatic treatment, it seems possible that two-step processes 
can be treated by replacing the potential in the ordinary DWBA 
transition matrix element with some effective (and probably 
non-local) interaction. -
In Chapter 5, two types of sum rule were applied to experi­
mental data. First, the Bayman-Clement sum rule was applied 
to L = 0 two-neutron stripping^^ and pickup^  ^ data on even 
zirconium isotopes. The reaction analysis used was an exact 
finite range DWBA with a realistic triton wavefunction^ .
The agreement with the sum rules is within the uncertainties 
in the data, but only just. Two possible reasons for the 
poor agreement were suggested: some higher energy states were 
missed in the (t,p) experiments; the poor agreement between 
the experimental and theoretical cross-sections, probably due 
to the neglect of two-step processes.
Also the multipole-moment sum rules were applied to data
on three odd-mass nuclei. By neglecting the Q-dependence of
the reaction cross-sections, these sum rules can be applied
without having to calculate any theoretical cross-sections.
There is therefore no need to worry about reaction mechansims.
The first nucleus looked at was This is a closed-
neutron-shell nucleus with spin For such a nucleus one
would expect the 2J +1 sum rule for two-neutron pickup to
be very well obeyed. This was .found to be the case. The 
'.re? 'i
nucleus 65CuL ; has an even number of neutrons. Hence, 
only the J =0 and 2-neutron moments are expected to be sig­
nificant. In spite of the uncertainties in the spin assign­
ments for a number of states, this prediction seems likely 
to be true. For comparison the two-neutron moments for the 
odd-neutron nucleus 3 3g(70)- were also calculated. In this 
case all the moments were found to be large.
In this work the number of sum rules available for analysis 
of two-nucleon transfer data has been considerably extended.
I hope I have shown the potential usefulness of these sum 
rules. In particular it should be possible to apply the sum 
rules in spite of configuration mixing in the overlap functions
and the presence of sequential transfer. However, further 
work will have to be done on these problems before the 
sum rules can be applied really accurately.
APPENDICES
A. Recoupling in correlated sum rules
The correlated sum rules (2.4.21) and (2.4.25) have been 
given in section 2.4 and ref. [12] without details of the 
angular momentum recoupling. This is now given in full here.
The density of nucleons in closed shells is
< & l  / ° c & l % r >  * T , )
=  T .  'Z - < ^ M «
, i m X
/ t W
(closed) ’
Y * ( £ ) Y i y ( t )  ,
(A. 1)
(A. 2)
The spherical harmonies can be' rewritten
y^TT L4 L 21+1 J
Using this and (2.3.19) we can write the density as
<XI/^)|%r> * X 2  <TWjmiTrt1s'><r'H ' jr^'lT^Mry
x'n'
Tj m'A
(closed)
* 2 0 { < L X * ^ A ) « > < ^ r A j ' n ' > j t f ( r ; j l T ?) l 1 (A-3)
* Z g $ < i o u > l L o > < i - y i V l L A > Y lA& ) ' .
Att l a * 21 - * 1
The orthogonality relations of the Clebsch-Grodon coefficients 
give Mr = Ms,m-mf and A = X’. We can then use
2(-,)w * < ^ > a M L0>  “  J j f i  . .-. (a.4)
to reduce the expression for the density to
‘A'S)
(clo fed)
In the correction term this density appears in the integral 
T  pr r?)< % r l / ? ( c ) \
* $ h r M s ^ < [ P c ( r> * f ) + / > ( lr, - * f ) ] l * ( r ; W l *  ,
(A.6)
where
(c U fe A )
The other closed-shell contribution comes from
^  t * ,  Cc / °t, T0 < ^ r ( c ,  <r7', r/;
oeM*
i ' l m ' X  (A. 7)
X 4*(r;}l *t) <t(r; }tti) Y a  (r)Yc>,(£) .
Using (A.2) and (2.3.19) this can be written 
c*
% 4cr(t,<4,Tf)
,2
(cltseJfy
x ( ' ^ % U £ < l - o i O \ L o > < l - > . l \ ' l l A ' > Y l A ( z ) ,
l a '121* 1
The CG coefficients in this expression couple two angular 
momenta of \ to produce L, hence L = 0,1. But L must be
even, otherwise <LOLO|LO> = 0. Hence we must have L=0.
■f-0A < l - x i x | O 6 > » J j ; ^ x \ A (A.9)
Using 
we obtain
T  € r  T ? )  4 t r  (£>
(ilosfd)
^ t i r r t f  &Tj  Xy ^ o f '  z / Ce ( r , T ? )  ■
This appears in the integral
X X  f jc  4*(z.</r f ) £ ( r , q ; r?)<&r (r, <t/; jzffr,r,;
T?*t/ (A. 11)
Hence the total closed-shell correction in (2.4.17) is
" f Tra3 V rM y ^  fz'/’c ) +Pc  ( r, "■*»)] W ( r ; ' ) (A. 12)
The open-shell part of the first correction term is
T?Ti
= X  Mr><l\\*5 /;«,><iA,Wl)*^
Of Of'i,
r  . (A.13)
x f a r  ltf(r;jltj)f2 I0(r;jl4j)f
where jl is the open shell (assumed to be unique).
The angular integral can be recoupled to give
/ n*- w  Vx,
--L T  ^2i±i2 <K9iolLo'^<lA/i A , / M > < ^ ^ 2 l L / V >  , (a .14)
2L+I
The CG coefficients can then be replaced using
X <X M*;™, | Tr My> < 3; M* ; /»> | Tr Mr>
XX X|A*A
m,fht
x<l\\<r3'\} /«!> Xj4 05' / ;««»>
x < C l X j [  f f f  I j ’ / n ^  I  j n t ^ y
~ (2 T r+ l ) (2 }+ i f (2 L * l ) Z +
T H
]*<:CMr/m'jTM>< |^VWm | TM> jjl J
(A.IS)
Using (A.14) and (A.15) in (A.13) we obtain
(2TrH)(2i«) (21+0 J- < 7 r  rty . , 1
4tr off; ' j
T H
d h - ) I 2
L S JT \ < L O L O ] L O > S « r O ^ )
n  > t , v
\ ^ r r r ]
^ r l d r  [$ ( r ; ) U 3 ) l .
(A.16)
The other contribution to the open-shell term is
"JL?
- X X j * , / X M sy j m , l ^  Mr\
<xMA XX X,X2 (A. 17)
o f f f j W l"»2
x A| l X f % G y  X - ^ 6~j //Vh^<' £ A -j
* S ^ V l l ' ( ! K , ( l ) Y n ( ? ) Y l h ( i )  .
This can be recoupled in the same way as (A.13). However, 
the fact that a 3. and 03' have been exchanged between two of
s+i
the CG coefficients introduces a phase factor of (-1)
Combining the two open-shell terms we obtain
2 < x Mrj « ' / M r )«.ftm>
3 4-7T c/f?
-rn  ^ j_ . 2 (Aa8)
* $+7t; (2T>+0ft s+i) -f y  J}- t i J j<LotolLo)?
*  r  IL 5 y \  j
*S«r ( / ty fr>Jrl t (r ; ; i t i la) t ( r ; j l t , ) r .  ■■■ ■
The correction term in (2.4.21) can be obtained by operat­
ing on (A. 12) and '(A* 18) with
X  < Z M t JrH/ l 'T M y < 'T r Mr ) M l T M y  ,
M r M {
m n v
and using
I"  h y ;  =  * - t j - * j  +  2  s so
since 13 = ±J and S =0,1.
(A.19)
The total sum (2.4.25) is obtained from (2.4.21) by 
operating with
X  2X +1 ■
T
The closed-shell correction is independent of J and so this 
operation simply multiplies it by 2j+l.
In the open-shell term we have the following sum over J:
(A.20)
X  Cl 7-+0 j- ^  } = 2j+\ •
This reduces the sum over angular momenta in t3 = -t3' part to
X  ( 2 ^ 1 X 2 7 , 4  1)11 j* ; l.<l0t'6|ioy 
L S T y \ l  *  *
(A.21)
I
' ( 2 1 *  0 l  >
where the orthogonality relation for 9-J symbols has been used. 
In the t3 = 13* part we have S =0 and the sum
Z-ZaT,*!)^ I >l}<lOlOlL
’ * < * » > { } I  t f ( i  o o f
' (2ui)‘ l L J ZL,I'> ( \ A
~ 1 
2 ( 1 1 + l ) z 0
(A.22)
The open-shell correction can thus be written
- X  f C  0  lt?) I f a ' j l  **) /*+ S«r O 1'* * )  I <t(r  ■ j  l’ t j ) l 7 ]
. (A.23)
But
£  r C a w M ' n i * ' ' ) ?4-7T <*
is simply the density of nucleons in the shell jlt’3. Hence 
(A.23) can be combined with the closed-shell term to write 
the correction as in (2.4.25).
B. Energy-weighted sum rules
For the sake of completeness, the derivation of Clement's
• (23')
energy-weighted sum rulesv J is included here. In the
second-quantised representation the Hamiltonian can be
written
=, v ' f f t r r o f a , )
The sum rules are derived by expressing the matrix elements
of
in two ways. Writing the terms of the commutator-anticommu- 
tator explicitly we have
< x * l  [ * ( * ' ) ,  IX^fe)]]+ U r >
(B.2)
+ ■ # & )  -  • & * ( * ) ■  * ( * 0  I& > ■  .
Inseting complete sets of (A+l)- and (A-l)-particle states 
gives
< % i  [ w j , [ n ,  l % >
Alternatively, we can use (B.l) and the anticommutation 
relations (1.3./0) to express the matrix element as
+  £ ( * - « ' )  Z  (?,) V ( * , Z )  (-xl)
- Z < C ( z ) V ( z , * ' ) < i r ( z ' )  . ( B - 4 )
From (B.3.) and (B.4) we obtain an energy-weighted 
"completeness relation"
X  fa~  £r) ( - )  (*) '  % )& , ( * ' )  0 j ( * )r\ e*
= + S (* --* ') Xj^, <£ (* ,)  V ( * ,* , )  ^  (*,)
~ Z 0 * f ( z ) V ( z , ! ' ) & r ( ! ' )  . CB,5)
o<
Using the angular momentum .expansion (1.3.2) and the 
assumptions ( Z , 1.21a, b) ' the diagonal sum rule is
X  f a - Er) < rr M„><:rr M rjn ' l  % M„> s l j j l t j )
- T f a - £ r ) < X M et)rK'lrrMsy < X (Me()mj^rr MrysJcrO U ,)
OC
< * ■ * > [
%  < -r. ; > ,  I Tr N r> < T . H , j A B  C  0M - )
- < t f ( ) U - t , ) < t ( h l 2 ' « J n ) \ V { 0 O lllm l-til) 0 ( } U % ) y \  .
We can define a coupled, antisymmetrised, two-particle state
= ^y> + % L *?)(/. i,+? •)$ (B •7)
Using (B.7) and operating on the sum rule with
£  < T r M s ; m l 7 M X r r H r j m ' l T M y
MrMf *
mm'
we obtain
I ( fn-Fr ) 0 i*i) ~ ( r ^ [l ( ^ - F r ) { £  j  f }  s ' j jU t)
~  < T ) ^ j ( b . 8 )
* } R *  * }  C O M , ) < & 0 , ' A )
i t t  »<[/%;,
(2 7 ")Clement and Perezv J~ used these sum rules to determine 
potential elements for the f7/2-shell from experimental 
stripping and pickup data.
Problems arise if the nucleon-nucleon potential has an 
infinite hard core. In this case the potential matrix 
elements are infinite and the stripping term.diverges.
C. Isospin in two-nucleon sum rules
The sum rules derived in Chapters3 and 4 refer to transfer 
of two identical nucleons only. The generalisation of these 
sum rules to include np transfer is given here.
This generalisation is best carried out using a notation 
in which isospin is written explicitly. This notation is 
analogous to that in (1.3.1) and (1.3.2). It is not as 
general as that used in Chapter 3 because it relies: on 
isospin being a good quantum number. It could be generalised 
to include isospin mixing in nuclei but this would introduce 
further complications and has not been done.
In this near notation, the expansion (3.1-.4) of the 
overlap function is replaced by
d  ( * , a) = £ < T r H r - T M I% Mn> < T r  Tyr T T? | Tn T?n>
r#t TH
() l)SC/l') (C.l)
x e C j i y i ' i T T j A f o c * ; ) ! )  .
The form of the antisymmetrised basis functions is 
(cf. (3.1.5)) .
$  ( * > $ )  ~  < A [ $ ( -  > h  ^  } ]  tft Ti t
r  d ( W : ; j ' t , m t j ! f i % i
[ $ ( * ’' h  ^ ( M J
s <
a n d  7J+ 7J* if o<W , 
o t k t r w i f *  .
(C. 2)
As before this can be written
^ [2(5 * i < j , l , H W i ) ] * ( [ H *  : M  * ( *  ' X ‘' ' > ] » , r i ,
( C ' 3 )
The derivation of the sum rules follows the same procedure 
as before. The functions  ^j and f2 in’ (3.1.3) are chosen to 
have the form (C. 2). The angular momenta are then- re- •
coupled as in (3.1.9). However, in this case we also need 
to recouple the isospins, using
X <T,T„T7rtl |TrT><Tvttn |rr,>.
T?.Tn
The isospin coupling coefficients which appear are exactly 
analogous the angular momentum coupling coefficients in 
(3.1.9) and (3.1.10). Only the final result will be given 
here. This result is, in the case r = s, Ji=J2, Ti = T2,
(C.4)
. ' * K r W M
The single-particle term is
Att = ( 2 T r + l ) ( 2 T l + l ) ( 2 T r + l ) ( 2 T '+ l )  y  f i  \  J 
J 0 +S ( j A ) ( jV : ) ) ( l + h i U ( U O )  f t (-T7 T r  T J
K f , ,yWi'-’7»+// fj, )i X ] .
w,v*) { a %"%} %r0;i!) eflf out)
[r, Tr Tj (c.5)
c  , J r *  a ' - T  +  I-T, r a ' t ; ]
f/( ^  x j - f y r M t y r O * 1* )
\% r r r  J
e / J<*h * I f ^ ^ ] a' (’ L)
+ ^ qocht)(!', i x\bp,o,*.)ep<o:i,').
The total sum rule can be obtained from this by multi­
plying by
(2 J + 1)(2T + 1)
(2Jr+ l)(2Tr+ 1)
and summing over J,T. The result of this is ,
£  Z M ' O X ;  V  ( M X ;  z  V
n ( z r r H ) ( 2 T r -H)
-Z %, 0,1,iX;■% T) Kr 0, '• hi.': * T,)
t*
= (2T(+lX2T(+0 l ( jM ( j% u  t (yt O c ,X )
T| - v ( SfirQM j_ Spr(j,'0 )]
L p 12 (2) ~*\) 2 (2; ( h ) / \ * (C.6)
The analysis of pn-transfer also brings in problems 
similar to those discussed at the end of section 4.2.
If a reaction can proceed by both T = 0 and T = 1 transfer, 
then there may be contributions to the cross-section with 
the same value of L but different J’s. As an example, 
consider a 3/2 + ^ i + transition, both states having iso­
spin If we neglect the mixed symmetry components of 
the three-nucleon system then the selection rules for 
(p,t) and (p,3He) reactions are
T = 1 : . L = 2 , S = 0, J = 2
II O : L = 2:,, S = 1, J = 1
L = 0 , S = 1, J = 1
For (p,t) reactions, there is no problem: the reaction must 
have L = J = 2. But for (p,3He) reactions, there are three 
contributions, all of which may be large. While the L = 0 
and L = 2 parts can be separated using the angular form of 
the cross-section, data on the analysing power will be 
heeded to separate the two L = 2 parts.
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